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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Transfer market

Diary Dates

Industry movers and shakers

SENI06 - THE COMBAT
SPORTS SHOW

TONY LINFORD has been promoted to Vice President of Group Marketing and
Head of the Hi-Tec brand. Linford was previously Head of Group Marketing at
the sportswear company.

May 6-7, 2006
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham

DAVID WESTHEAD has left Rucanor for Lee Cooper.
COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR has appointed Simon Roberts as Regional Sales Manager
for the UK and Ireland. Roberts, 39, will assume responsibility for the
management of all sales efforts in the UK and Irish markets.
He joins Columbia after seven years at Berghaus, where he was managing
director of UK operations. Prior to this, he spent four years at Lacoste and 10
years with Reebok.
“We are extremely pleased to welcome Simon to the team, especially at such
an exciting time in the company’s UK development,” says Paul Gils, General
Manager for Europe. “We have a strong team in place and Simon is a great
addition. His experience in the outdoor industry fits perfectly with our plans to
raise the Columbia brand profile to our outdoor audiences in the UK.”

OUTDOORPREVIEW
July 4-6, 2006
Harrogate International Centre

ISPO SUMMER
July 16-18, 2006
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

OUTDOOR 2006
July 23-26, 2006

Sponsorship news
JJB SPORTS has signed a £48 million, 10-year merchandising deal with Rangers
that will allow the retailer to sell all of the Glasgow club's branded sports and
leisurewear throughout its 439 stores.
KOOGA has signed a new sponsorship deal with fly half legend Carlos Spencer
of the Saints. As well as wearing the KooGa Saints shirt, Spencer and his
Saints captain Bruce Reihana, who has also signed as an ambassador to the
brand, will now wear KooGa's range of rugby protection, including protective
shoulder padding and new base layer range Thermo Skin as part of the deal,
which will see the players become top level endorsees.

Friedrichshafen Exhibition Grounds

LINGERIE & SWIMWEAR
EXHIBITION
August 20-22, 2006
Harrogate International Centre

STAG BUYING SHOW
In association with Sports Insight
November 19-20, 2006
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.

AMIR KHAN has signed an endorsement
partnership with Reebok UK. He is the
first-ever boxer to be signed by the
company and joins existing sport and
music icons such as Ryan Giggs and
Streets frontman, Mike Skinner.
Khan's first appearance for
Reebok will be in the brand's next UK
'I Am What I Am' campaign. Reebok's
first venture into boxing has seen the
company working alongside Khan to
design and produce signature RbK
gloves, kit and boots for all his
contests.
Says Khan: "This is an amazing thing for me - I used to look up to sports
stars such as Imran Khan and now it's going to be me on the billboard. I'm
giving Asian kids out there a path to follow.
“This has given me a real boost in my quest to be world champion and I
look forward to promoting boxing with Reebok in the UK and beyond."
"This is a really exciting partnership for Reebok and Amir Khan," says Michael
Price, Reebok UK’s Marketing Director. "It's great to be able to sign someone
from Reebok's hometown.
"His performances in the Olympic Games and since turning professional have
been dazzling. Yet he leaves his boxing persona in the ring - out of it he's a
consummate professional and a real role model for modern British youth. This
makes him the perfect fit for Reebok."
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For further information call STAG on 01793 715400
NOTTS COUNTY FC has appointed
Nottingham sports brand Precision
Training as the club’s official
technical sponsors. Precision Training,
a specialist in the delivery of football
and sports training aids and apparel
and a wholly-owned brand of
leading independent sports distributor and wholesaler
Reydon Sports, has signed a two-year agreement to
supply the club’s full range of official
kit and training wear.
ENGLAND HOCKEY has appointed
ASICS as the Official Footwear
Supplier to its national teams. The
agreement is for a three-year period
and will involve ASICS providing
hockey specific shoes and general
running shoes to England players. As
part of the deal, ASICS will also begin
biomechanical movement analysis at
relevant training camps.
In addition to the provision of
shoes, two ASICS scholarship
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“Bad luck sir - you were just getting settled in.”
Fred Trueman to a Varsity batsman he’d just bowled first ball
awards will be offered to the most promising male and female
under-21 players.
In return, ASICS will be given the exclusive title of ‘Official
Footwear Supplier to England Hockey’s National Teams’ and
will become a key commercial partner of England Hockey.
UNDER ARMOUR is the new official supplier of performance
apparel for England and Wales Cricket.
Under the terms of the deal, Under Armour will outfit the
men’s and women’s squads, including both the Under-19 and
the National Academy, during the 2006 and 2007 seasons.
Cricketers will be kitted out in Under Armour’s products, which
are engineered to wick moisture away from the skin instead of
absorbing it.
“A growing number of athletes around the globe demand
the performance advantages that our gear provides and we’re
excited to provide England and Wales cricketers with products
that will help them be their best when it counts - in the field,”
says Ryan Wood, President of Under Armour Europe.
“We see this partnership with the ECB as the perfect
opportunity to help take its athletes to that next level of
performance. England and Wales cricketers are some of the
most exceptional in the sport and we’re thrilled to be aligned
with such a prestigious organisation.”

ASICS has strengthened its international ambassador
portfolio by signing French world champion squash player
Thierry Lincou. The 28 year old, who is four times
European Champion and 2005 World Champion, joins
Isabelle Stoerh (French number one and number 15 in the
world) and Julien Balbo (number 15 in France) in ASICS’
team of squash talent.
ANATOM is to be the headline
sponsor of the Edinburgh
Marathon Expo with its
premium insole brand
Superfeet.
The Expo will take place in
the two days leading up to
Scotland’s biggest marathon,
which takes place on June 11.
The Expo allows people to
register for the event and to look at the various different stands representing
the sport, health and fitness industry.
BUPA has confirmed it will once again support Commit to Get Fit, a national
consumer campaign run by The Fitness Industry Association (FIA) designed
to help the nation improve its health and wellbeing.

Swim4Triathlon™ by Zoggs is designed
specifically for you. Work outs are focused on
building aerobic fitness, speed and endurance.
They also give you lots of helpful hints and tips
on your technique.
Our Swim4Triathlon™ work outs follow exactly the
same format as the Swim4Fitness™ work outs, which were originally designed
and tested by recreational triathletes. Now, our specific
triathlon training programme is freestyle focused and
prepares you for completing anything from a 400m
sprint triathlon up to the gruelling 3.8
kilometers of an iron man.

membership is free,
register now at

www.swim4fitness.com

www.zoggs.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

HILLY on the move
In line with the continued expansion of its
business, HILLY Clothing Ltd has recently moved its
head office.
The company’s new contact details are as
follows: HILLY Clothing Limited, 11 Railway Street,
Hyde, Cheshire SK14 1DF.
HILLY’s telephone number remains the same
(0161 366 8207), but the company’s new fax
number is: 0161 366 8011. Email:
info@hillyclothing.co.uk or
sales@hillyclothing.co.uk.

New premises for STAG
The Sports Traders Alliance Group has moved to The
Courtyard, 221 Cheney Manor Road, Swindon, Wiltshire
SN2 2PE.
All STAG phone numbers, fax numbers and email
addresses remain the same.

Joma new Queens
Park kit sponsor
Joma UK has announced it will be the official kit
supplier to Queens Park, the oldest club in Scottish
football, from the beginning of the 2006/07 season.
The company has agreed a four-year deal to supply
the 10-time Scottish Cup winners with a full training
wear and footwear collection, in addition to both
home and away kits.
Says Joma UK's John Woodfield: "Queens Park FC
is one of the oldest clubs in world football. We're
pleased to be linking up through the official
partnership and look forward to the exciting future that
the club have planned.
"The home and away shirts will feature up-to-date
technical fabrics and new designs, whilst remaining in
keeping with the rich heritage of the club. We are also
delighted with the training product that will be offered
to the team, in addition to the Hampden Park
supporters."
“We believe that Joma are the ideal partner to help
grow our business and merchandising division and
community development programme,” says Garry
Templeman, President of Queens Park Football Club.
“The opportunity of working with European
manufacturers and designers is exciting and we are
delighted to be forming such a strong alliance over the
next four years.”
Joma is the official kit supplier to Charlton Athletic,
Cardiff City and Derby County in the UK. Queens Park
is the first club that the Spanish brand has become
involved with in Scottish football.
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Gore tops ‘Best Company’ poll
WL Gore & Associates, manufacturer of the world famous Gore Tex
fabric, has yet again been voted number one in The Sunday Times '100
Best Companies To Work For' list - the first company to retain top spot
three years in succession.
The list is mainly based on the attitudes of over 5,000 employees from
more than 600 UK companies and assesses a wide range of factors, from
employee satisfaction and wellbeing to company policy on a wide range of
benefits.
As well as heading the overall list, Gore also topped five of the eight
sub-categories, including employee attitudes towards leadership, my
manager, my team, my company and personal growth.
Says Gore's UK business leader, John Kennedy: "To top the poll once
is an achievement, to top it three years in succession is testament to the
associates in our business who operate in a unique culture.
"There are no line managers, operatives or secretaries at Gore - we are
all associates, all part of strong teams and accountable to each other, rather
than answering to a traditional line manager.
"This allows the associate the freedom to understand his or her value
within their team - empowering them to push the boundaries of
achievement and maximise their contribution."
So what does this mean for a Gore associate day to day? Associate and
Livingston plant leader John Housego, explains: "You quickly learn what it
means to be a real team player. Many companies profess to foster team
spirit, but at Gore your contribution is rated not by an individual, but by
your immediate team."

Online
eyewear
site opens
An online shop has been launched
for both prescription (RX) and nonprescription eyewear designed for
different sports.
The RXSport website
(www.rxsport.co.uk) offers glasses
for a wide range of sports,
including winter and water sports,
cycling, golf, running, fishing,
motor sports and squash.
Says director James Coakley:
“For the first time we offer the
James Coakley sporting a pair
expertise, knowledge and contacts
of Carrera Chronos
to supply the exact eyewear that a
particular sport demands. Not only
that, for prescription wearers our innovative ‘My Prescription’ search function
instantly creates a version of the site which is personalised to their exact
requirements.”
Brands stocked include Oakley, Nike Vision, Smith Optics, Bolle, Rudy
Project, Wiley X, Cebe, Carrera and The North Face Eyequipment.
“We are authorised dealers for every brand we supply, which means we
have all their latest products and technology as well as their expertise and
experience at our disposal,” says Coakley.
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"Love is good for footballers, as long as it is not at half-time"
Richard Möller Nielsen, former Denmark coach

Slazenger launches
Caribbean promotion
Slazenger has launched a consumer sales promotion campaign in
association with airline bmi whereby purchasers of bats, pads and
gloves can win a trip to the Caribbean, the venue for the 2007 Cricket
World Cup.
One lucky entrant will experience the ultimate in Caribbean luxury,
winning a seven-night, all-inclusive stay at Crystal Cove in Barbados,
flying there in bmi’s first class style cabin, the business.
Other prizes include five pairs of return bmi flights to Barbados,
100 pairs of Slazenger gloves, 50 Slazenger bats and 1,000 10 per cent
off bmi flights to Barbados vouchers.
“Slazenger has undergone a major international relaunch and the
innovative and modern range for 2006 is receiving outstanding reviews
from the press and, more importantly, from Team Slazenger, its stable of
players including Ian Bell, Paul Collingwood and Jacques Kallis, who
expect unrivalled performance both on and off the field,” says David
Pennett, Group Product Manager for Slazenger Cricket.
“This is a radical range of Slazenger Cricket and craftsmanship,
performance, innovation and investment has been of paramount

importance. To
capitalise on this
success, and to build
the Slazenger brand
and profile, the launch
of this exciting
consumer sales
campaign will help
retailers drive sales on
selected products.”
Customers who
purchase Slazenger
products will receive a
promotional leaflet
with a unique code that
needs to be entered on
www.slazengerpromo.co.uk. The site
will immediately
notify the customer
whether a prize has
been won and also
provide details of the
entire Slazenger range.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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FP Sports opens
high street store
Online sports retailer FP Sports has opened a traditional bricks and
mortar sports shop in Nantwich with the backing of Andrew
Hodgson of Sportsworld (NE) Ltd. The shop sells everything from
darts through to treadmills and rowing machines as well as offering
a printing and embroidery service.
“I think it’s our can-do attitude that our customers like,” says
co-founder Matt Farr. “If we don’t have what they want in stock
we’ll go that extra mile to source it for them, often within 48
hours.”
Both Farr and fellow co-founder Nick Price have played senior
rugby at local club Crewe and Nantwich for many years. Farr is the
current first team coach and Price first team manager. Farr has also
played rugby at a semi-professional level with Winnington Park,
Orrell and Chester. It was while he was at Winnington that he
played with Dewi Morris.
Says Morris: “I’ve known Matt for many years and he was an
exceptional player in his prime. When he asked me if I’d conduct the
opening of the new shop I accepted gladly. It’s a pleasure to do
what I can to help a good mate and I know the guys will make a
success of this new venture.”
FP Sports told Sports Insight that without the help and guidance
given to them by Andrew Hodgson of Sportsworld (NE) the venture
wouldn’t have been possible.
Says Hodgson: “Sportsworld is a family-run business (not linked
to the multinational retail chain) from the heart of Northumberland
and have been associated with Crewe and Nantwich for many years.

“We have forged some close links with Nick and Matt over the
last three years. This has been a developing relationship that has
provided a professional and progressive partnership in a market that
is difficult to establish and maintain.
“The sports trade needs partnerships to survive against the large
multinational stores and us, along with the staff at FP Sports, have
hopefully begun to provide the people of Nantwich with the
personal, friendly and knowledgeable expertise that has disappeared
through the ‘mass market’ in sports retailing.
“Customer satisfaction and giving them what they need is the
basis on how Sportsworld has survived over the last 20 years, and in
FP Sports you have a local store, with local people, who in turn care
about the right to be on the high street and, like ourselves, will
move heaven and earth to make sure that you get the best of advice
and sports gear you need to play your favourite pastime.”

New Balance posts strong revenue increase
New Balance accelerated its rate
of growth in the EMEA region
by posting a 22 per cent
revenue increase for 2005, while
continuing the upward trend for
2006 by running growth at 26
per cent, well inline with
expectations.
The UK, France, Germany
and the Benelux countries all
enjoyed double-digit increases.
Penetration of the running
speciality markets and strong
progress with Europe's leading
sporting accounts was viewed as
key to New Balances' growth.
Says Alistair Cameron, New
Balance's newly promoted
managing director for EMEA:
"The last six years has seen a
repositioning of the brand to
reflect more accurately the
values and characteristics that
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the brand has built over the last
100 years.
"The trade recognise that
we offer a credible alternative
to the other major brands on
the market. Against the
background of an industry that
is regrouping and consolidating,
New Balance, I feel, is bringing
a much-needed differential to
the market that retailers
appreciate.
"I firmly believe that while
we are moving ever-closer to
the tipping point, we still
maintain our distinctiveness as a
brand and our point of
difference. The fact that we are
enjoying greater brand
awareness as we invest in the
lifestyle sector and progress back
towards the higher end of the
market underpins that belief."
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“Whenever I feel like exercise, I lie down until the feeling passes”
Robert Hutchins

Plimsoll publishes ‘buy-sell’ study
In an attempt to help owners and managers in the UK sports
and leisurewear sector, industry analyst Plimsoll Publishing has
produced a study to assist executives looking to buy or sell a
business make the right choices when approaching target
companies.
A number of factors seem to be affecting the industry at the
same time, according to Plimsoll, forcing current owners to
consider their future involvement in the market. Issues include the
age of the owners (a third of directors are now over 60), the
direction of the market (for 52 per cent of companies, sales did not
keep pace with inflation) and the pressure on profitability as a
result of rising costs.
At the same time, says Plimsoll, some companies are new or
prospering. In the analysis some clear examples could be found,
including the fact that five companies have improved sales by 15
per cent or better in the last three years, 124 companies have
increased profitability in the last year and 159 companies are new
to the industry (established in the last 10 years).
Says David Pattison, senior analyst at Plimsoll: “This effective
two-speed industry is forcing some to feel like the market is
in decline and that selling up or merging is a great way to save the
company.

“On the flip side, the other companies grabbing all the growth
and profit see an acquisition as a great way to continue their
march into the market.”
As well as a full individual analysis of each of the UK’s top 500
companies, two separate studies analyse two distinct types of
company:
• The 264 ‘buyer’ companies. They all are showing good financial
strength and could all afford to buy a company or make an
investment in another business.
• The 176 ‘seller’ companies. Likely to be amenable to an approach
as many are losing money. Twenty-one are losing money for the
second year in a row, yet in the Plimsoll analysis each of these
companies is provided with a projection that sees them returning
to profit inside 12 months.
Copies of the 690-page publication, along with the additional buyers
and sellers analysis, can be purchased from Plimsoll Publishing on
01642 626400 or by emailing m.aston@plimsoll.co.uk. Printed copies
available for £350, pdf versions £400. Sports Insight readers can claim
a five per cent discount.

Sports
Shorts

… Roger Draper has been appointed the new CEO of the Lawn Tennis Association. Draper had been CEO of Sport England since
2003 and his role will be filled on an interim basis by Stephen Baddeley…The Government is to spend £50 million on elite
sporting facilities for Northern Ireland ahead of the 2012 Olympic Games. The plans include an Olympic-size swimming pool and
a new sports stadium that could host football matches during the Games…Wayne Rooney has signed the biggest sports book deal in publishing
history. The Manchester Utd and England striker has agreed a 12-year contract with HarperCollins to write a minimum of five books for an advance
of £5 million plus royalties. Rooney's first book will hit the shelves at the end of July 2006…ASICS has announced its best shoe count ever, recorded
at the ASICS Wilmslow Half Marathon in March. According to the company, 47 per cent of runners ran in ASICS shoes…This month figleaves.com
teams up with Speedo to host the swimwear brand’s first online shop. Over 200 men’s and women’s lines will be available on the new site…
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop

Essential stock for your shop
Onfire joins the lin
eout

Onfire has made its
name with rugby
t-shirts, combining
sharp humour and
edgy design, and no
w the company is
launching its first ful
l rugby collection
featuring sweatshirts
, hoodies and other
rugby-inspired pro
ducts.
The new collection,
which will
be available from Au
gust, will
centre around a ne
w ‘Onfire First
XV’ logo, developed
exclusively
for the launch.
Statement t-shirts,
featuring
hard-hitting lines like
‘If you
can’t run with the
big dogs,
don’t piss up the tal
l trees’, are
available to retaile
rs from £8.51 for
men’s and £7.23 for
women’s
(excluding VAT).
Onfire is a stock bra
nd and the new
statement tees are
available now, in
addition to products
from its other two
collections - Onfire
Vintage Coastal an
d
Onfire Racecorp.
To stock or find ou
t more call Onfire on
01283 537722 or em
ail sales@onfire.co
.uk
Alternatively, visit
www.onfirerugby.co
m

Diana Submarine
Advanced collection
Diana is launching a new Submarine Advanced swimwear
collection in the UK.
The new styles include vibrant patterns and colours
that ensure style is in keeping with performance. Suits
include costumes, full body suits, kneeskins and legskins,
all encompassing the same stylish streamline pattern effect.
The suits are an evolution that exceeds previous
design frontiers by using intelligent fabrics that can
actually optimise swimmers’ strength during performance.
The bodysuits incorporate an advanced technical feature
in addition to Diana’s trademark ‘Super Slick’ fabric and its
exclusive mechanical-chemical treatment.
On entering the water, the Advanced concept
interacts with the existing treated suit fabric, reducing
even further the resistance of its surface to the water. This
additional feature is obtained by positioning special shields
along the swimmer’s body, which provide specific
muscular control during the athlete’s performance.
“The response from our customers and sponsored
swimmers in the UK to the new Submarine Advanced and
the rest of the Diana collection has been phenomenal,
with pre-orders well ahead of expectations,” says Geoff Walters from Dianasport UK. “We at Diana are
very pleased with the development of the brand in the UK and I wish to thank our customers for the
confidence shown in the Diana brand.”
For further information on Dianasport products call Geoff Walters on 01773 570264 /07775 750400 or
email geoff.walters@btinternet.com
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Get ready for summer with Aqua Sphere
With pre-summer offers on selected Aqua Sphere ranges and special prices on its
original SEAL mask and ZIP FINS, Aqua Sphere is ready to kick-start your summer
swim season with high quality, competitively-priced equipment.
With unbeatable quality eye protection available at every price point, Aqua
Sphere offers the right kit for every swimmer - from elite athletes to recreational
swimmers and children.
The MAKO adult goggle (SRP £6.99) delivers a watertight high-comfort
Softeril seal, easy-release buckle and the same lightweight construction as the
brand’s proven KAIMAN 180 degree vision goggle (SRP from £9.99).
For children, the new MOBY KIDS goggle gives small faces a fun choice of
neon bright colours with the kindest high-comfort seal (SRP £4.99).
To maximise your summer sales, take a look at the goggles, masks, fins,
caps, bags and accessories available from the
swim equipment specialist at
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk or call 01254
278873 for more
information.

Premier Sock Tape
Premier Sock Tape has been specially developed for the
conscientious sports player.
The new patented ‘soft polyvinylchloride’ composite material
allows a slight stretch, helping to reduce the ‘tourniquet’ effect that
other products may inflict.
Keeping your socks up and your shin and ankle protection in
place is important. Premier Sock Tape does this perfectly and comes
in a variety of colours that will reflect most ‘park team’ kits.
Professionally branded for specific sports use, Premier Sock
Tape will outperform old-fashioned methods of keeping socks up
and has become the favourite accessory for sportsmen from the
Premiership to the Olympics.
For more information call 0870 3001478 or visit
www.premiersocktape.co.ukwww.1000mile.co.uk
for more information.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop

Essential stock for your shop
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Yoga-Mad Tree Mat
Yoga-Mad, supplier of professional yoga equipment, has launched a
new ecologically sound yoga mat called The Tree Mat.
The Tree Mat is made from the natural rubber tapped from the
Havea Brasiliensis tree on a 100 per cent cotton mesh. The doublesided mat comes in a choice of two colours (black/green and
aubergine/lavender), has rounded corners and measures
183cmx60cmx4mm.
Durable and machine washable, it retails at £29.99.
Yoga-Mad: 01386 859555. www.yogamad.com
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Innovation in Motion from Zoggs
Lap-Pro™ - the essential swimming partner
Developed by Zoggs, Lap-Pro™ is the first personal lap timer designed and
developed by swimmers for swimmers.
The design registered and patent pending 'Tap-pad' watch face allows the
swimmer to record each lap swum over a designated training session with
ease. After each swim a full summary of laps swim, lap/split swum, time,
speed and average speed is provided. Time and stopwatch functions are
standard, so Lap Pro™ can be worn for everyday use as a sports watch.
Lap-Pro™ is an essential training partner for all swimmers and will
be featured in up and coming newsletters for members of
Swim4Fitness™, a free-of-charge swimmers’ community website
operated by Zoggs. Swim4Fitness™ offers consumers 130
structured swimming sessions along with advice on swimming
technique, equipment, nutrition and a bi-monthly newsletter
to help members stay educated, focused and motivated. For
more information visit www.swim4fitness.com
Lap-Pro is available in a senior and a smaller profile
model, catering for male, female and junior swimmers,
and has the following features:
• Unique design featuring 'Tap-pad' function manager
• Hardwearing PU/PVC
• 50m water resistance
For more information about Lap-Pro™ or
other Zoggs products and services call the
sales hotline on 01276 489089 or visit
www.zoggs.com
/www.swim4fitness.com

Joma 2006/07 Kit Collection
Joma is further developing its reputation for
producing technologically advanced football
strips with an expanded UK kit collection for
the 2006/07 season.
With two new designs, a total of seven
new kits are now available, each one
designed to the same high standards as
kit supplied to all Joma’s professional
teams, including Charlton Athletic,
Cardiff City and Derby County.
All Joma kits use specialist
technology, embodied in four
different types of fabrics. These
include the innovative micro-mesh
technology, constructed from tiny
interwoven knitted fabrics in a beehive
formation, which are treated with an
exterior water repellent finish and works
to maintain body temperature. The other
fabrics used are Microhole, Multi-filamento
and Pique fabrics.

Mitre Pro World Champion netball
Mitre’s Pro World Champion 18panel netball offers high
performance in all conditions and is
used by top professionals all over the
world. With an RRP of £29.99, it has
a soft compound rubber surface for
straight and accurate flight and a
deep pimple emboss for the very
best grip and handling, regardless of
weather conditions.
Mitre, the official ball provider to
the England Netball Team, has a
range of over 15 netballs, including
professional and match balls, balls that are
suitable for training and mini-balls.
The company also manufactures three types of
netball trainer, including the ground-breaking
Attack FST Pro Trainer.
Slazenger: 01924 880000.

All adult ranges are available in XS-XL.
Junior ranges are available in sizes 10,
12 and 14.
Joma: 01926 314999.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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ISPO CHINA REVIEW

Show success
The ispo brand has widened its global audience with a second
successful show in China, says Roger Sherman of Pattern
Munich Trade Fairs, organiser of
ispo, has successfully continued its
march into exotic markets.
The second ispo China, which
was held in Shanghai in mid-March,
registered over 11,000 attendees from
throughout mainland China and South
East Asia, Korea, Hong Kong and
Taiwan were well represented by
high-level delegations.

Shy
286 global brands were exhibited at
the show, which occupied three halls
of the Shanghai International
Exhibition Centre. However, it seems
that UK brands are still shy to
participate in trade fairs in the Far
East - ispo China was dominated by
brands from Germany, Italy and
Spain. Only Trespass,
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Unicorn and Harrows took stands
from the UK - good companies all,
but not exactly representative of the
UK sports industry.
ispo China is used by exhibitors
for product presentations and
brand-building in this vast and
exciting market - let’s hope that UK
companies soon recognise the
potential of using ispo China for
this purpose.
An organiser with the track record
of ispo can be trusted to deliver the
right audience. The next two ispo
Chinas are in Shanghai on August 2124, 2006 and then in Beijing from
March 14-17, 2007. The Olympics in
Beijing are in 2008 - bearing in mind
where they take place after that, UK
companies might find China a rather

more sympathetic market than is
generally believed.

ispo Russia
And if China is not quite your piece of
chop suey, then why not contemplate
the Russian market?
ispo Russia took place for the
second time in Moscow in
February, attracting close to 7,000
visitors from throughout the
country, with significant numbers
attending from Kazakhstan, Ukraine
and even Belarus.
Held in the modern Crocus
Centre, the UK’s Federation of Sports
And Play Associations had an
information stand at the event that
proved popular - perhaps the start of a
growing British interest in the Russian
market. The next ispo Russias will be
held on September 20-23, 2006 and
February 19-22, 2007.
All information on all ispos wherever they may be - is available
from ispo’s London office, Pattern
Ltd, on 020 8940 4625 or by e-mail:
si
info@pattern.co.uk

PRODUCT FOCUS

What’s Hot
Skins compression performance equipment
Lee Bramley, Skins’ UK Sales Director, talks us through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
Over the past three and a half years, Skins
has been the first to market in the category
and the development of gradient
compression performance equipment
technology.
The company has expanded from its
proud Australian base and Skins products are
now increasingly available around the globe.
There is a wide range of data backing up the
exceptional performance of Skins garments,
which includes independent testing and vast
anecdotal evidence.
Perhaps the strongest testimony is that
Skins is selected for use by Australia’s elite
sport physiologists, squads, teams and
individual athletes. This is not the result of
marketing investment for exposure.
Australia’s best athletes in every serious
sporting pursuit buy and wear Skins because
they deliver real and tangible results.
The Australian sporting mainstream
participant is now an adopter of new
technical apparel. Skins has gained its
credibility via recommendation from sports’
physiotherapists and the elite
team/individual’s own strength and fitness
coaches. This has been key and a major lift
in brand awareness for Skins. The Skins
market in Australia has grown and will
continue to expand at a rapid rate. The
ultimate potential is hard to assess, but is
likely to be in excess of $25 million.
The sales of close-fitting performance
equipment worldwide are very large, and
being segmentalised differently market to
market. There is a technical innerwear - or
tight fit - segment already established in
most markets around the world.
In Australia, Skins has led the way. All
other close-fitting garments have been
merely for warmth, show or for skin
protection. Skins is still unique in providing
a therapeutic benefit through engineered
gradient compression.
Global partnerships have enabled Skins
to develop improved performance
equipment using the best technology and
design experts in the world. We have taken
our innovation and improved it in technical
performance, appearance and feel.

Key features and benefits?
The key to Skins is its BioAcceleration
Technology. Developed over years of

scientific research, it reduces the build up of
lactic acid immediately after periods of
sustained exercise and allows for more rapid
return to normal levels. This means the wearer
experiences less fatigue, minimised soreness
and accelerated recovery.
There are six main components to our
BioAcceleration Technology:
■ Engineered gradient compression: when

compression is engineered to apply a
balanced and accurate surface pressure over
specific body parts, it triggers an acceleration
of blood flow. Engineered gradient
compression enhances blood flow and
venous return, increasing oxygen delivery to
working muscles and more rapidly
eliminating lactic acid and metabolic waste.
■ Surface pressure: Skins’ correct compression

is based on a body mass index algorithm. A
unique sizing system - based on this
algorithm - allows us to customise and
engineer gradient compression. By
controlling the fabric’s pattern and elasticity,
we can ensure the correct level of surface
pressure for the variety of body shapes.
■ More oxygen: cardiovascular endurance is a

vital aspect of physical fitness. Improving
blood flow increases oxygen delivery to
working muscles to enhance endurance. This
improved circulation helps eliminate lactic
acid and other wastes to allow you to work at
a higher rate for longer.
■ Less vibration: our new performance

equipment was created to wrap key muscle
groups. Muscle wrapping works to reduce
muscle movement and vibration, resulting in
reduced soft tissue damage. Soreness
(DOMS - delayed onset muscle soreness) is
reduced, recovery times are accelerated and
muscle injury risk is reduced.
■ Temperature control: from gradient

compression and fabric comes
thermoregulation, which allows your body to
stay at optimal performance temperature.
Your body stays cool in hot conditions and
warm in cold weather.
■ Moisture reduction: moisture is wicked away

from the body, reducing sweat build up.
Skins are also made with a permanent antibacterial treatment.

Why has the range
sold so well?
The proven therapeutic benefits of Skins
underpin the demand for our products.
The versatility of Skins and widespread
benefits mean that they can be used for
virtually any activity by absolutely
anyone. We have also invested a great
deal in the ongoing development of our
BioAcceleration Technology and the
independent medical testing of Skins.
So far we have presented a
comfortable and durable product that is
the market leader in compression
performance equipment. Our
commitment to all athletes is that Skins
will keep looking for ways to give them
an edge in their performance and
recovery.

Who is it aimed at?
Skins are just as effective for the
‘weekend warrior’ as they are for the
sporting elite. We have a full range of
performance equipment that is available
in a range of colours and styles for both
males and females. In addition to this,
we offer a series of activity-specific
Skins including Skins travel &
recovery, Skins snow and Skins golf.

How is it marketed?
Our marketing has occurred through
the acceptance and use of Skins by elite
level sporting personalities.
International cricketers, rugby players,
netballers, rowers and skiers, amongst
others, are all advocates of the
therapeutic benefits delivered by Skins.
We have also embarked on a
series of Partnership Programmes with
many elite, high-profile sporting
organisations.

What’s the most effective
way a retailer can
market the range?
It is imperative for the retailer to realise
and appreciate the therapeutic benefits
associated with Skins. By understanding
the advantages of our BioAcceleration
Technology, retailers can recommend the
infinite practical applications of Skins.
For more information visit
www.skinsuk.co.uk

si
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Retail Therapy
Samantha Hale, Advance Performance, Peterborough
Beginning her sporting career 24
years ago as a professional groom
to an Olympic three-day event
rider, Samantha Hale also spent
eight years in retail with UK high
street brands including John Lewis,
M&S and Boots.
She now runs Advance Performance
in Peterborough, a 2,400 sq ft
showroom with six staff, which
celebrates its 10th anniversary this
year. The store was a finalist in two
categories of the Business Weekly
East of England Business Awards for
the second year running.
Why did you move into sports
retailing?
I was married to an athlete and we
saw an opportunity. We were fed up
with the lack of proper advice and
products on the high street, and in
1996 took the plunge and launched a
home and event-based retail business
offering products and services to
everyone that were normally only
offered to elite athletes.
We began in a tiny bedroom at home
and now have the store in
Peterborough. We specifically chose
such a light and airy store with ample
free parking and a strong location
near to the Peterborough ring road.
The car park comes in very handy
when customers are out testing their
shoes.
What do you stock?
Anything and everything of quality
that a runner needs. Around 80
different styles of running shoes, a
wide range of moisture-wicking
clothing, heart rate and speed/distance
monitors, sports nutrition products,
books and more. We test all products
extensively and only stock brands that
are good quality and value for money.
How has trade been in the last 12
months?
We’re steaming along. We achieved
29 per cent growth for 2005 and so
far in 2006 our monthly average
growth is 28 per cent over the
previous year. So it’s looking good,
but I think retail in general is facing a
hard time. To succeed it’s vital to offer
a truly exceptional level of customer
18

service, believe in your products and
think creatively.
Current best selling brands?
Brooks shoes are exceptionally good
at the moment. Nike clothing is
consistently strong and brands such as
Sugoi, Falke and Under Armour are
technically excellent.
How do you keep customers
coming back?
By treating everyone as an individual
and understanding their needs,
offering the right products and good
product knowledge. We are best
known for our comprehensive
customer service, which brings
customers from many miles away and they bring their friends.
Our customers say that coming to
Advance Performance is like coming
to a members’ club. They can have a
complimentary coffee, the atmosphere
is relaxed, there’s no pressure and the
place is full of goodies - it’s a bit of a
toy shop for runners.
As a woman, is it hard to be
recognised as a business professional
in this sector?
Sports retail is male dominated, but
it’s never stopped me. I believe that I
am respected by customers, suppliers,
staff and the bank manager for doing
a good job.
Most of that respect comes from
the fact that they’ve seen how much
hard work and passion has gone into
the business. We’ve overcome many
challenges and learned lots along the
way. From a personal point of view, I
believe a woman’s approach and
attention to detail helps to make a
business just that bit extra special.
What particular challenges have you
had to face?
The business has always grown at a
rate of knots and this initially affected
our cash flow. Added to this, within a
few months of the shop opening my
marriage unexpectedly ended and I
was left with a thriving business at the

busiest time of the year, two
inexperienced members of staff, one
child, two horses and two dogs - all of
which required my attention every day.
It was sink or swim.
Looking back, I loved the
challenge and both my life and the
business are richer for the experience.
Matt Parker has been invaluable to
Advance Performance since the early
days where he initially worked
voluntarily. He is now my fellow
director and his knowledge of footwear
is unprecedented - the best in the
business.
How is the Advance Performance
internet site going?
Initially, our website was designed to
give customers information to help
them achieve their sporting goals. Over
time we developed it to become a
secure site on which we can sell
products, and sales from our website
have increased by 63 per cent this year.
We still prefer to do a proper job
and see people in-store when they are
looking for footwear, but 10 per cent of
our sales are now from the net.
What do you like most and least
about the business?
Least - the price wars that go on around
us. Consumers are so used to getting
poor service that the only way they can
decide where to shop is by going to the
cheapest place.
Most - the fact that we have built a
well-respected, successful business, our
customers trust us and we go home at
night knowing that we have done our
si
very best for them.

“We test all products extensively and only stock brands
that are good quality and value for money ”
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60 SECONDS INTERVIEW

60
Seconds

Andrew Sainsbury, managing director of Saucony

How was business in 2005?
2005 was a good year for the Saucony brand, with good
product offerings to the consumer that has enabled excellent
sell-through with our specialist retailers.

Andrew Sainsbury

Current best sellers?
The demand for the GRID Omni 5, with its technical
performance, has exceeded all projections and we are
constantly finding ways to bring in more stock. GRID
Triumph 3, with its strong cosmetics, has also sold through
equally strongly. It is interesting that we are seeing our toppriced products selling the quickest this year.
Can you tell us about your latest range?
We are now delivering new colour updates for the everpopular GRID Jazz and new updates with the GRID Stabil 5
and GRID Hurricane 8. The GRID Hurricane 8 has recently
been voted ‘Best Update’ by Runner’s World USA, which is
a big endorsement for the product.
What type of sports people use your products?
Saucony is seen as the brand with good quality
performance running footwear for serious runners. We are
increasing our market awareness to the younger runner and
the first-time runner.
Are you optimistic about business in 2006?
Based on our sales performance for the first three months of
2006, we are in for another successful year.
Have you had a successful build-up to the London
Marathon?
We are all systems go for the Expo and we are looking
forward to meeting our family of runners once again. We
have improved our stand, which has a dominant position at
the Expo.
What kind of logistical/marketing support do you offer
retailers?
Our total focus is to work closely with our retailers to
provide coordinated marketing initiatives on a case-by-case

20
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specific basis. We have to make our marketing money go as
far as possible and this approach seems to give everybody
direct benefit.
Can you tell us about the takeover by Stride Rite and
how that affects Saucony?
Saucony was purchased by Stride Rite in September 2005. I
am very pleased to report that this has been a big boost to
the UK team.
We have received assurances that Stride Rite will be
investing into the brand and we are working closely with them
to channel this investment into the brand in the UK. Stride Rite
see Saucony as a key brand in their international sales strategy
and we are looking forward to an interesting time.
How has Sports World affected your sector?
Saucony is focused on the independent specialist running sector
and is determined to remain there. Sports World cannot compete
with the level of service and knowledge of the specialist, and so
far their expansion has not had a detrimental effect.
Saucony needs to work hard to deliver quality product
and back-up service, which will maintain the position of the
specialist in the market place.
Are there any product launches planned for the latter
part of 2006?
There is a new version of the Trigon story with the launch of
the GRID Trigon 4 Ride and GRID Trigon 4 Guide. Also,
we are expanding our off-road range of footwear. Saucony
apparel has had a strong response for autumn and this will
si
provide good visibility for the brand.

New for 2006

• 90% Tungsten Darts
• Designed by World Champion Andy
“The Viking” Fordham
• Laser engraved signature barrels
• Nylon with spring shafts, as used by the
Viking
• Exclusive Viking flights

• Four exclusive Mega
Standard Viking flight
designs
• Aero-Design to reduce
drag
• Blister packed for retail
display

Viking RaidersTM Steeltip Darts
6900.31
1045.19
Also available in 21, 23 & 25 grams

1050.19
Also available in 22, 24 & 26 grams
6900.32

Viking RaidersTM Softip Darts
2209.16
Also available in 18 & 20 grams

2210.16
Also available in 18 & 20 grams
6900.33

Close up of laser engraving
6900.34

The Viking Blade IIITM

•
•
•
•
3050

• The ultimate no bounce out
dartboard featuring unique Viking
graphics
• Complete Staple Free System
(SFS) Technology
Super Dense Sisal (SDS) Technology
White coated anti-glare number ring
Free game of darts booklet and checkout table
Same specification board as used at the BBC televised Lakeside
World Championships & Winmau® World Masters
Winmau Dartboard Co. Ltd.
South Road, Bridgend Industrial Estate
Bridgend, CF31 3PT, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1656 767042 Fax: +44 (0)1656 650468
Email: info@winmau.com www.winmau.com

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

Knowledge
is power
Looking for reliable industry statistics?
Look no further than the FSPA
Everyone knows that, in business,
gathering as much knowledge as
possible on all aspects of the market in
which you operate is the best way to
guarantee business longevity and
profitability.
Companies in the UK sports and
play industries spend millions of
pounds annually on market research,
statistics and research and development
in an effort to minimise the risk of
business failure and to discover new
markets and products.

Industry statistics
The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations commissions market
research and has for many years
collated industry statistics on behalf of
its members in the fields of angling,
play, golf and sporting goods.
The FSPA’s unique independent
position in the sports industry means
that it is exceptionally well placed to
conduct and coordinate statistical
research amongst its membership in a
confidential manner - delivering
information of immeasurable value on
various topics.
The golf industry certainly leads
the way in terms of its attitude towards
these studies. Whereas some companies
in the sports industry are sometimes
reluctant to supply data in their
common interest, their golfing
counterparts have around an 85 per
cent participation rate in their
studies and members see the

figures compiled as of fundamental
importance in forecasting future
operations.
The use of accurate, reliable
research is a major ingredient in the
success of any organisation. That is why
the FSPA continually strives to offer the
best and most current research
available. These reports, widespread in
their nature, are available on the FSPA’s
user-friendly sports data website, on
which over 60 reports into various
aspects of the sports market are
available. They can be downloaded
securely and instantly from the site and
FSPA members benefit from significant
reductions in the price of these reports.
The Federation’s most recent
publication is called ‘The Sports Goods
Market in Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine and Uzbekistan’. This special
research report is the first
comprehensive analysis of a major new
market for the sporting goods industry,
with topics ranging from importing and
exporting to consumer decision making
and brand awareness.
Up until now the Russian market
had been something of an unknown
quantity to British companies. Gene Di
Maria, author of the report, commented:
"Never in that time have I sensed a
greater market opportunity than what I
saw in Russia and the four other former
Soviet Union countries."
For further information on this
report or to order contact David
Pomfret on 02476 414999 or email
david@sportsandplay.com

European golf
The Federation has also recently
published a report called 'The European
Golf Equipment Market'. This research
was carried out by Sports Marketing
Surveys on behalf of the British Golf
Industry Association with financial
support from the British Chambers of
Commerce Export Market Research
Scheme.
For the first time a study has been
carried out into the European market

JOIN THE BRITISH PAVILION
FOR ISPO SUMMER
ispo summer is fast approaching
and preparations are already
underway for the British Pavilion.
The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations would like to invite
you to join it in exhibiting on the
British Pavilion.
The cost of exhibiting with the
FSPA group is £185 per square
metre, plus a management charge
of £275 (plus VAT) for FSPA
members and £425 (plus VAT) for
non-members. These costs include
stand space, stand build, daily stand
cleaning, a telephone and fax
facility and a representative from
the Federation on duty for the
duration of the show. Export grants
are available for ‘new-to-export’
companies.
To find out more visit
www.sportsandplay.com or contact
Shaun Gilbert at
shaun@sportsandplay.com or by
telephone on 02476 414999 ext 204.

for clubs, balls, bags and trolleys across
18 European countries.
The countries covered in this report
have a combined population of 525
million people. In the last 20 years the
number of people playing golf in these
countries has risen by 500 per cent, so the
potential market is huge and lucrative.
Richard England, from Strategum,
which offers market support to Wales
Trade International, has purchased the
report and says of its value to the golf
industry: “This report will not only help
companies to understand the key
differences of each market, but also
enable them to channel valuable time,
effort and resources into targeting the
right ones.”
To purchase this report or for more
information contact Jacqui Baldwin on
02476 414999 or email
si
bgia@sportsandplay.com
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Don’t get stumped
looking for your cricket kits
Shirts, sweaters, trousers and
training wear available from stock
now as individual or club orders.
Replica clothing available from
April, orders now being taken.

Craig White wearing Exito
long sleeved Ivory - Navy shirt

For more information about replica
clothing and club wear, or to open an
account, please contact Exito sales on
01565 777300
or email info@exitosports.com
Exito Sports Company Limited, C1
Burley Heyes, Arley Road, Appleton
Thorn, Cheshire, WA4 4RS.
Website: www.exitosports.com

Official Kit Suppliers to:• Lancashire CCC
• Yorkshire CCC
• Nottinghamshire CCC
• Warwickshire CCC

ECOMMERCE

Ecommerce renaissance
With the dotcom crash faded from memory, ecommerce has now
taken its place on the retail landscape, says Dave Howell

Online retailing is now 10 years old.
The dotcom crash has been
forgotten as consumers embrace the
internet as a safe place to shop.
By the end of September 2005,
Ofcom stated that 57 per cent of the
country’s 15.5 million internet
connections were over broadband,
and latest figures show that by
December 2005 there were almost 9.8
million broadband connections across
the UK. The leap in high speed
connectivity and the increasingly
diverse range of goods that are now
online has proven irresistible to
consumers.
If you contrast this burgeoning
market with the state of play in 1999

you can get a sense of how massive
online retailing has grown. Just before
the turn of the century the NASDAQ
lost 3,124 points or 61 per cent of its
value. In the same year there were
over 450 IPOs, of which most were
internet or technology related
companies. By 2001 the number had
dwindled to just 76. The heady days
of the dotcom boom were over.
The good news is that business
has learnt the lessons of the dotcom
crash. There are now in place much
needed checks and balances that
have given the internet as a
commercial environment a firm
foundation to build on over the next
few years.

“Britons are now logging on and buying goods online in
their millions. Online shopping accounted for half of the
retail sales in the past year”
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Online market
Britons are now logging on and
buying goods online in their
millions. Online shopping
accounted for half of the retail
sales in the past year. According
to Verdict Research, consumers
bought £8.2 billion of goods,
nearing the £9.4 billion spent on
the high street, with half the
growth in retail sales being
online. The internet as a
shopping environment is here
to stay.
The concept of bricks and
clicks is being embraced by the
larger retailers. One of the most
successful has been Woolworths.
Having an online presence
during the dotcom crash, the
company has managed to survive
until the market recovered. It
now enjoys the fruits of its stoic
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“The internet has often been described as a level playing field that
enables all sizes of businesses to compete together ”

attitude to the integration of its
online and offline businesses.
Integration is the key that many
high streets retailers have used to
unlock the potential of the online
market place. This is reflected in
how consumers have changed their
shopping habits. They can now price
check dozens of retailers with just a
couple of clicks of their computer’s
mouse. Only after extensive research
do they make the decision about
who to buy the item from.
Says Marianne Whitfield,
Business Development Director at
Cobweb Information Ltd: “The issue
of integrating offline and online
retail is a complicated one. There is
a trend for shoppers to view goods
in high street stores and then search
for the cheapest price on the internet
and make their purchase online. In
this respect, high street retailers

could be supporting smaller online
retailers, who are able to charge
lower prices because they have less
in the way of overheads.”
For the smaller retailer the
internet can not only bring muchneeded new custom, it can also
allow them to reach niche markets
that are almost impossible to make
profitable. Localisation of sales can
work in some high street retail
situations but, increasingly,
specialised retailing is moving
online.
With customers fracturing into
specialised groups, the retailer that
can supply the goods and services
that are in demand by these
consumers can add a healthy profit
to their balance sheet. The internet
has often been described as a level
playing field that enables all sizes of
businesses to compete together. With
increasing specialisation, smaller
businesses are finding that their
larger competitors are leaving them
to develop niche markets with little
or no competition.
Fears of credit card fraud have
finally receded, being replaced with
a confidence to shop online that all
retailers can now benefit from. The
introduction of Chip and PIN has
given consumers more assurance
when purchasing goods. Online
buying has reaped the benefit of this
new confidence. APACS’ latest
figures show that UK card fraud
losses are down by 24 per cent.
“Seeing card fraud losses come
down is cast-iron proof that Chip
and PIN is doing its job,” says
Sandra Quinn, Director of Corporate
Communications at APACS. “Back
in 2002, we forecast that fraud

would have risen to £800 million in
2005 if we didn’t make the move to
Chip and PIN, so it’s heartening to
see total losses well beneath this
figure.”

Retail revival
There are several reasons why your
business should be online, but once
you have moved to the internet,
how do you maximise your sales?
Marianne Whitfield offers this
advice: “You can maximise the
amount customers spend on your
website by upselling or crossselling. This can involve suggesting
additional purchases the customer
might be interested in, or offering a
discount on other goods if the
customer chooses to accept them as
part of a bundle.
“Make the buying process fast
and painless. Having made their
choice, customers should be able to
register their details and pay in as
few stages as possible. Gather as
much information about the
customer as possible in order to
engage them in targeted marketing
in future.
“Ensure a customer returns to
your website by providing them
with regular emails with
information or news about the sort
of products and services they may
be interested in.”
Understanding who your online
customers are is essential if you’re
to develop your first online store
successfully, or move an existing
online presence into new markets.
Today, the under-25 age group has
grown up within a technology
dominated society. They don’t
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ECOMMERCE

have the fear of making payments
online that their parents had, and in
fact prefer to make their purchase
online for the vast majority of
commoditised goods.
What’s more, this new
generation of consumer has more
money to spend in your online
store. According to Baylor
University Business Professor Jim
Roberts, 10 per cent can be
classified as clinically compulsive
buyers.
Understanding the attitudes of
this group of consumers is also
crucial if your online store is not
only going to attract and hold this
new group of shoppers, but also
sell to them on a regular basis. The
dotcom boom attempted to sell to a
group of established consumers
who were still trying to get a grip
on the technology that made the
internet possible, let alone embrace
online shopping. Today, things are
very different.
As Johnie Thornton of Clarity
(www.clarity.uk.net) describes:
“Shopping on the web is about

convenience, immediacy and range
of choice. There are some things I'd
just never buy in a shop anymore.
Think about it - online I can read the
latest reviews about a range of
competing products and make an
informed choice. It's much better
than being harassed in a
conventional shop by an over-eager
sales adviser who doesn't really
understand the product.”

Word of mouse
Online retailing has come of age over
the last two years. Christmas 2004
was the first time that retail sales

showed any significant shift away

from traditional channels. Last
year’s festive season performed
even better with sales up to £4.98
billion. This trend shows no sign of
slowing as the internet becomes
entrenched into customers’ buying
habits.
What is clear is that the
integration of the online and offline
retail environments is becoming an
almost symbiotic relationship. Pure
play retailers that have yet to move
to the internet are seeing their
markets slip from their grasp.
Fuelled by a desire to incorporate an
online element in their buying
decision, those retailers that don’t
offer this will suffer financially.
Smaller businesses that have
already embraced the internet can
now build on this and expand their
markets with little fear of their
customers being poached, but the
smaller retailer has to be nimble in
order to attract those customers in
the first place. Branding is key in
this respect.
Access to information is the
driving force behind the growing
online retail space. A recent report
from Forrester indicated that
Americans spend an hour each time
they go online to research products
they would like to buy. If your
business can attract these potential
customers and provide them with the
information they want, you will gain
loyal customers.
And if you are in a specialised
market, don’t worry about your
customer base eroding. Again,
Forrester points to the increasing use
of the internet to locate items that are
not available on the high street. In its
survey some 55 per cent of consumers
stated that they shopped online as they
could locate specialised items faster
and order more conveniently.

“Access to information is the
driving force behind the growing
online retail space”
26
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Forrester concluded: “The web has
spawned new buying experiences,
opening a channel for many new
sellers. As all types of sellers - new
and old - compete for the wallets of
online shoppers, they force each other
to respond to innovation and alter their
approach to online sales. The result? A
rising tide has floated all boats,
resulting in an online environment that
now fosters innovation and growth that
ultimately benefits consumers.”
From a shaky start the internet has

developed into a marketing channel
that few businesses can afford to
ignore. Consumers are embracing the
net as a channel that they can use to
research and then buy goods and
services.
An online presence is now
expected by your customers, so don’t
disappoint them. With mature
systems now in place, the net will
continue to grow as a fertile sales
channel. Make sure your business
doesn’t miss out.
si

HEAD TO HEAD
Chris Barling, chief executive
officer and co-founder of
Actinic Software

Chris has some 20 years’ experience as an
IT professional. He has worked for GLS
(the UK’s largest educational supplier) as
its IT director, as chairman of the Internet
Policy Group for Cable and Wireless and as
Business Analysis Manager at Reuters.
Latterly, he has written many articles on
ecommerce for titles such as Catalogues
Today and Practical Web Projects.
Has ecommerce now become an essential
element of the retail landscape?

Ecommerce has certainly penetrated
retailer's thinking at the highest level. Yet
there's still evidence that it's seen as a bit
of a bolt-on to ‘proper’ retailing. However,
with the industry suffering a prolonged
slowdown, and half or more of all growth
coming from ecommerce, this is set to
change.
It's like a few years ago, when IT was also
seen as an exotic extra. It took a new
generation of retail managers to realise
that lasting and fatal (for competitors)
benefits could be gained from IT.
The idea of an integrated online and
offline retail experience has been
embraced by some high street stores. Do
you think that this is the future of retailing
in the UK?

Integration is at a very early stage.
Incidentally, my company has just purchased
an EPOS supplier to complement our
ecommerce offerings, so obviously we've
voted with our wallets here.
There is clear competitive advantage to be
gained from online-offline integration and
industry forums like the IMRG are buzzing
with information on this topic. However,
it's still difficult to predict quite what the
end game will look like. What seems likely
is that conventional retail will increasingly
be found online.

What proportion of consumers want to
see pictures of products online, check
availability and then go to physically try
stuff before making a purchase is yet to
be established. What is definitely true is
that a rising number of people search
online for shops that stock certain
brands, and if the shops don't show up
online they don't get the physical visit.
Do you think that the smaller business
can still make an impact online? Does the
internet still provide a level playing field
for all businesses to complete on, or has
this now changed?

It's probably the case that small
businesses are still able to compete
better online with big guys than they can
offline. This is mostly because the larger
retailers don't yet have online thinking
deep in their cultures.
So, for instance, online and offline
operations may be different cost centres,
each pushed to maximise their profit and
compete with each other. This is fatal to
realising the full benefits of both
channels, as it makes it very difficult to
promote online in-shop or drive physical
visits from the web.
Smaller retailers, without these internal
barriers, have an implicit advantage. This
will change over time as the dinosaurs
learn and adjust their ways. It's important
to remember that Amazon, although a
multinational giant today, was a start-up
just a few years ago.
Many small to medium-sized enterprises
see the internet and ecommerce as the
perfect platform for their niche
businesses, but are you finding that the
lessons of the dotcom bust have been
learned?

I think that people contemplating online
start-ups now are split into the same
mixture as those starting any other
business. There is a mixture between

ones that have realistic and those with
unrealistic expectations.
Niche businesses are a natural for the
internet. It benefits the buyers, because
they can find stuff that they couldn't
otherwise track down. At the same time,
competition is limited from the big guys
because the niche is usually too small to
be of interest. The other big factor is that
starting an online business has a lower
entry cost than a conventional retail one.
Unfortunately, this also means that new
competitors are popping up all the time
too.
Could you outline the general rules that an
SME should follow when they enter
ecommerce for the first time?

Plan out why people would want to buy
from you, eg you will have the latest
trends in your store faster than anyone
else, or you will have low costs by
concentrating on end of lines, or you will
have excellent choice in a particular niche.
Control your technology and set-up costs,
so you have money available for
marketing.
Split your sales and marketing strategy into
two - how to get visitors to your site and
how to persuade them to buy once they
arrive their. Concentrate your time and
money on working on these two issues.
Looking to the future, do you think the
ecommerce renaissance will continue?

Online retail has been booming for two
major reasons - cost and convenience. If
costs continue to fall and convenience
becomes greater, this trend will continue.
There's still some distance to run in terms
of everything becoming available online search improving, competition driving
down prices and the availability of
broadband in every home. Until these
trends plateau, the love affair is going to
continue.
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Competitor

Moisture management fabric for increased
thermal comfort. Stay warmer in cool

Compression fit supports large muscle groups
which reduces muscle pulls and fatigue.

Protective apparel that is 4-6o cooler
than the competition.

weather and cooler in warm weather.

James Simpson-Daniel, Gloucester and England is
wearing 894 long sleeve body shirt

Official suppliers to:

www.mcdaviduk.com • info@mcdaviduk.com • tel: 08701 188 002

PERFORMANCE APPAREL

Peak
performance

Because of its multi-sport appeal, sales of
performance apparel is booming
Football, rugby, cricket, hockey,
squash, rowing, athletics and triathlon
are just some of the key sectors for
performance apparel companies such
as Airowear Rugby, McDavid, Under
Armour, Canterbury, Linebreak.
Gilbert, Skins and KooGa.
And the market as a whole is
booming. Rarely do you watch sport on
TV without seeing a player - or indeed
a manager - with an Under Armour,
KooGa or similar performance product
emerging from under their kit.
As a result, companies such as
Canterbury have reported initial sales
350 per cent above target, while Paul
Sherratt, McDavid’s Country Manager,
UK & Ireland, says that sales of the
company’s hDc products have grown
over 300 per cent year on year. Under
Armour says its net sales for 2005
increased 35 per cent to $271.3 million.
“Without doubt, the sector is
exploding,” says Sherratt. “McDavid has
seen massive growth in the US market
since 2000 and for the last 12 months in
the UK the momentum
has been building as
athletes begin to
recognise the
benefits of
wearing the
products. And it’s

apparent from competitors that similar
gains are being experienced as the sector
embraces more and more sports.”

Benefits
The benefits of performance
apparel are myriad. The products
currently on the market claim a
combination of advantages of wearing
the gear, including:
■ Regulates body temperature
■ Wicks sweat away from the body
■ Aids recovery
■ Boosts performance
■ Supports large muscle groups,

helping to reduce fatigue
■ Improves blood flow
■ Reduces muscle vibration

“It’s one of the leading growth sectors
in retail,” says Mark Gladwin,
managing director of Linebreak.
“Performance underwear is now
accepted as a must by retailers, but
they must decide what level they want
to enter the market - underwear for
thermal benefits or underwear with
both thermal and therapeutic benefits.”

Education
But are consumers sufficiently aware
of the benefits these products offer? In
this area companies such as Under
Armour are making big efforts.
Says Under Armour International’s
President, Ryan Wood: “Under Armour
believes that there is a shift in consumer
demand from basic natural fibre
products to performance products that
wick perspiration away from the skin,
helping to regulate body temperature
and enhancing the wearer’s comfort.
“Core to Under Armour’s mission is
educating consumers on the performance
and comfort advantage that performance
apparel provides over cotton products.
Through ongoing marketing, advertising
and public relations initiatives, Under
Armour strives to educate consumers on
these benefits.
“The company continues to lead
the charge in the industry by delivering
technically advanced products
engineered with its exclusive fabric

construction, supreme moisture
management and proven innovation.”

Rugby
An ‘early adopter’ of performance
apparel has been the rugby sector.
Airowear Rugby is a young, dynamic
UK company committed to the design
and manufacture of innovative and
technical products for rugby players.
The company’s objective was to
introduce technical performance
protection wear to modernise the
rugby apparel market and offer players
of all levels a performance enhancing
product that did not compromise
player protection.
Manufactured using innovative
and leading-edge technology,
Airowear’s garments are made of
sports specific technical fibres such as
Coolmax Lycra, which wicks moisture
away from the body, leaving skin dry,
cool and comfortable.
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Gilbert says its products have been
designed by rugby players for rugby
players. An excellent example of this
philosophy is the Gilbert Thermo
Undershirt. Says Product Development
Manager, Adam Braddock: “The
garment offers the latest in multi-yarn
thermal-coated fabric, offering muscle
compression and thermal heat retention.
“However, what makes this product
rugby specific, as opposed to a generic
sport undershirt, is the introduction of a
silicon grip technology, taken from the
Gilbert Xact Glove. The grip is
strategically positioned on the sleeve of
the shirt to reduce the chance of the ball
being knocked out of the wearer’s grip.
“Gilbert are well aware that the
benefits of performance apparel have
never been greater and has been
identified as a major focus for the brand.”

have become bigger and faster. The
game has become more aggressive
and, as a result, more players have
worn protective wear. Under this
protective wear, the body became hot
and sweaty.

Says Ryan Wood: “Under Armour
provides some of the most advanced
merchandising strategies in the industry
that allow retailers to easily communicate
the advantages that performance apparel
provides direct to consumers.

“In hot conditions, players become
wet and heavy. In winter they become
wet and cold. Armourfit proved the
solution through two types of product Armourfit Hot to keep you cool in the
heat and Armourfit Cold to keep you
warm in the cold weather.

“Our products are merchandised to
clearly communicate the condition or
uses for which they were designed,
including HeatGear to wear when it is
hot, ColdGear to wear when it is cold
and AllSeasonGear to wear when
conditions are between the two.”

“The problem of wetness was
solved through the product’s moisture
management system and Armourfit
also has the added benefit of providing
compression qualities, which help both
performance and recovery.

Greater staff education of this
product category would better help the
end-consumer in making their
purchasing decisions, says Mostyn
Thomas of Canterbury, while
McDavid’s Paul Sherratt says
displaying the garments is critical.

“Canterbury’s New Zealand
background was also key. New
Zealand has all-weather conditions from Alpine to sub-tropical - making
the perfect testing ground.”

Canterbury has long been
associated with technological innovation
in rugby, but in 2004 the company saw
an opportunity to use some of its
innovation in a product - Armourfit that suited almost every sport.

Sales

Says Canterbury’s Head of
Marketing In Europe, Mostyn Thomas:
“Over recent years top rugby players

So how can retailers maximise sales
of performance apparel? Here’s
some advice:

“A targeted core range of two-three
brands will enable the retailer to maximise
sales in this area and present himself as a
specialist supplier,” says Sherratt.
“This is currently a hot product area
at the moment, so window displays,
posters and displaying the garments
outside of packaging, so that customers
can touch and feel, is essential.”
si

BEST SELLERS
■ “All of our base layer products are
selling well at the moment. The winter
has seen significant sales of cold
weather product over the last four-five
months in Europe, whilst our hot
weather products have proved extremely
popular over the same months in the
Southern Hemisphere.
This trend will reverse over the next
six months.”
Mostyn Thomas, Head of Marketing in
Europe, Canterbury
■ “The Linebreak recovery tights are

our best sellers. Athletes, sportsmen
and women and ‘weekend warriors’
alike understand the benefits of
wearing tights after exercise or when
travelling to help with recovery. Tights
to sleep in are gaining in popularity
as the benefits can be seen
immediately when you wake up the
following morning.
“Our Calf Guards are also big sellers
with anyone suffering from calf cramps
or stiffness benefiting from wearing
these both during and after exercise.”
Mark Gladwin, managing
director, Linebreak
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■ “Our core hDc garments are selling
particularly well - the compression
range of sleeveless, t-shirts and longsleeve shirts alongside our ColdWear
range of thicker garments for more
extreme temperature.

“However, our HexPad product is being
particularly well received as the next
generation of undergarments. Why wear
an undergarment and separate body
protection when you can combine the
benefits in one garment?”
Paul Sherratt, McDavid Country
Manager, UK & Ireland
■ “Under Armour’s core product
offerings, including base layer HeatGear
and ColdGear, are big performers for
Under Armour. UA MetalT, the brand’s
latest evolution, is also a top performer.

“UA MetalT incorporates a metalised
inner layer, which contains a hydrophilic
fibre base that propels moisture off the
skin and engages the Under Armour
Moisture Transport System to propel
moisture away from the garment.”
Ryan Wood, President, Under
Armour International

IN SEASON PERFORMANCE APPAREL

Performance Apparel
Airodynamix rugby protection
The Airodynamix range of rugby protection was developed with the
rugby player at the forefront of every design decision. Not only was the
range designed by rugby players, but in-depth research and analysis was
carried out to identify exactly what rugby players required.
The Airodynamix range of rugby protection uses specialist fabrics to
enhance performance without compromising protection. By combining
fabrics such as Coolmax Lycra, which wicks away sweat and reduces
moisture by up to 30 per cent, with a perforated
foam construction (Airotech) and Lycra mesh,
Airowear Rugby has brought to the category a
product that offers maximum protection
and performance.
The benefits of the product are that the
player has protection that will not hinder
performance and that they remain dry, cool
and comfortable.
Airowear Rugby: 01434 632816.
www.airowearrugby.com

Optimum Thinskin
Optimum is always looking to enhance human
performance, and as you push to the limits the need for
enhancement gear becomes even more important.
Optimum is dedicated to developing functional
sportswear based on innovative technology. It is
committed to keeping your body warmer, cooler, drier
and odour-free through any weather condition,
temperature, activity or sport.
Thinskin is an ultrabreathable moisture wicking
fabric that draws sweat away from the body, rather
than absorbing it, allowing you to stay warm, dry, cool
and light.
The Thinskin range now includes protective
garments (Extreme and Shok) and the new Gripper
model, which are all manufactured with Optimum’s
technically advance Thinskin moisture management
material.
Optimum Design UK Ltd: 01942 497707.
www.optimumsport.com
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Skins gradient compression performance
equipment
Whether you’re an elite athlete or a weekend warrior, Skins are groundbreaking, body-moulded, gradient compression performance equipment with
built-in BioAcceleration Technology that will enhance performance in training,
competition and recovery.
Developed by leading sports physicians through years of scientific research,
Skins BioAcceleration Technology:
■ Enhances circulation from engineered gradient compression, which assists in
reducing lactic acid build up.
■ Focuses muscle power and dramatically reduces muscle vibration.
■ Moisture management wicking draws moisture away from your skin, keeping you dry.
■ Optimises your body temperature in warm or cool conditions.
■ Antibacterial and antimicrobial treatments discourage growth of bacteria and help prevent odour.
The medical benefits that only Skins provide are backed by independent laboratory testing and are
validated by a growing list of sports stars worldwide.
For more information call Lee Bramley on 07980 280645, email lee.bramley@btinternet.com or visit
www.skinsuk.co.uk

KooGa Thermo Skin
KooGa’s Thermo Skin is the next generation
of rugby apparel recovery wear.
Already ordered by the country’s elite
players, including ‘King’ Carlos Spencer and
the UK’s top professional teams, Thermo Skin
is an ultra tight-fit range of rugby clothing
that boosts athletic performance by
compressing muscles. This eases
muscular oscillation (when muscles vibrate
during exercise) and makes them work
more efficiently.
The tight fit also increases blood
circulation, which reduces the build-up of
lactic acid and allows you to play harder for
longer and recover more quickly.
The Thermo Skin range includes short
and long-sleeve compression t-shirts, long
pants and compression shorts and is available
to order from KooGa now on 08708 454 544.
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Performance Apparel
Gilbert performance apparel
While the rugby market has been swamped with brands
offering performance garments from other
markets, Gilbert has focused its attention on
developing garments that are created to
perform in the rugby environment. The
garments have been designed by
rugby players for rugby players.
A great example of this
philosophy is the latest Gilbert
Thermo Undershirt. The garment
offers the latest in multi-yarn
thermal coated fabric, offering
muscle compression and
thermal heat retention.
However, what makes this
product rugby specific, as opposed to
a generic sport undershirt, is the introduction of
a silicon grip technology, taken from the Gilbert
Xact Glove. The grip is strategically positioned on
the sleeve of the shirt to reduce the chance of
the ball being knocked out of the wearer’s grip.
Gilbert is well aware that the benefits of
performance apparel have never been greater
and has been identified as a major focus area
for the brand.
For more information call 0845 0661823.

McDavid hDc Long
Sleeve Bodyshirt
McDavid’s hDc Long Sleeve Bodyshirt is
a compression garment that supports
the large muscle groups, which helps
reduce muscle pulls and fatigue. The
tight fit of compression also increases
proprioception (the ability to sense the
position, orientation and movement of
the body and its parts) for better
performance. It also increases thermal
comfort, helps the wearer stay drier
and prevents thermal shock.
hDc Technology works with the
body’s own cooling system to moderate
temperature, so you are warmer in cool
weather and cooler in warm weather
and drier all the time.
McDavid performance apparel fits
like a second layer of skin and moves
with your body to help reduce
abrasions, chaffing and skin irritation.
In addition, it does not absorb
moisture and get heavy like cotton or
competing fabrics.
For further information call
McDavid on 08701 188002 or email
info@mcdaviduk.com
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NEWSHOW
NEWTIMING
NEWFEATURES
“What better way to
gauge emerging trends?”
John Dix,
MD, Hi-Peak Leisure

PEAKVIEWING
Assess, compare and reserve the new
fashions, brands and equipment you
need for 2007.
Exhibitors include:
1000 Mile Sportswear • Allcord • Alpina
Scotland • Arctic Fox • Ardblair Sports Importers
• Berghaus • Buffalo Systems • Bramwell •
Brasher • Buffalo • CarePlus/Tropicare •
Craghoppers • Dalesman • Design I.Q • Ecco
Shoes • Edgar Brothers Leisure • EDZ • Grisport
• Group 5 Shoes • The Healthy Back Bag
Company • Hi-Gear • Hi-Tec Sports • Jack
Murphy • Jack Wolfskin • Keela • Lackner
Schuhe • Lafuma • Lifemarque • Lyon
Equipment • Maglite • Merrell • Mycoal Warm
Packs • Nikwax • Pacific Market International •
Puddlehunters • Regatta • Rekri8 • Ring - CybaLite • RMI / High Sierra • Rosker • SGB Outdoor
Magazine • Salomon • SealSkinz • Sidas •
Snugpak • Swanndri • TKC • Target Dry •
Terra Nova Equipment • Tilley Endurables •
Trespass • UKD • Vaude • Wacky Bat • Zyro

www.outdoorpreview.co.uk
for show details
NEW Retailer seminars
and workshops
NEW Internet café
Retailer awards presentations

Come and see us: 4-6 July 2006
Harrogate International Centre

THE RUSH

NEVER SLEEPS.
It’s your morning run wake-up call

The new
Adrenaline® GTS™ 6

Run world, run.

Mild to moderate pronators, prepare to
get your blood pumping. The Adrenaline®GTS6
is the latest advancement in the most
versatile running shoe out there.
Now featuring progressive posting for
ultra-smooth transitions through the
gait cycle, this is the shoe for adrenaline
junkies, cushion lovers and stability
freaks alike.

For a dealer near you check

www.brooksrunning.co.uk

or call customer services: 01903 817009 Brooks Sports Ltd.

IN SEASON RUNNING/ATHLETICS

Running/Athletics
Brooks Adrenaline GTS6
The Adrenaline GTS6 is the latest in a long line of award-winning
Brooks shoes.
Recently voted ‘Editor’s Choice’ by both Runner’s World USA and Runner’s
World UK, the GTS6 is a market leader in the stability category of shoes. The
progressive posting allows for an ultra-smooth transition through the gait cycle.
Hydroflow pads (forefoot and heel) and Substance 257 give unsurpassed flexibility
and cushioning.
The shoe comes in UK sizes 7-14 for men, sizes 4-9 for women as well as various
widths. The Adrenaline GTS6 has an RRP of £75.
For more information call customer services on 01903 817009 or visit
www.brooksrunning.co.uk

Mizuno Wave Rider 9
The ultimate ride, the Wave Rider is a shoe
that delivers neutral cushioning with durability
and responsiveness in a ride
that is unbelievably
smooth. Running in a
pair of Wave Riders is
an experience you
will never forget.
Freephone
0800 328 0180 for
more information.
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Saucony Grid Hurricane 8
April sees the release of the Saucony Grid Hurricane 8. The latest Hurricane
has already begun to follow in its predecessor’s footsteps by picking up the
‘Editor's Choice’ award from Runner’s World US in its latest shoe tests.
With an RRP of £90, the Hurricane 8 offers top-of-the-range cushioning
and stability, and as with all key Saucony styles, the shoe is held in stock for
next-day delivery from the company’s Southampton warehouse.
Product seeding with existing Saucony dealers has seen orders increase
already, so the shoe looks set to follow the Omni 5 and Triumph 3 as part of
the recent Saucony success story.
For more information call 023 9282 3664 or visit www.saucony.co.uk

Probably the best double layer sock in the
world just got better
In line with the company’s philosophy of continually looking to
develop its range of technical performance running socks, HILLY has
recently made four improvements to its highly popular Twin Skin
Moisture Management anti-blister socks:
• An additional finishing operation to enhance the fit.
• A new yarn in the reinforced heel and toe areas for additional
comfort.
• A ‘W’ heel construction for optimum fit on the heel area.
• A new ‘Vent Flex’
area on the front of
the ankle.
In addition,
HILLY has also added
two new colour options
(white/pink and white/pale
blue) to its highly popular Super
Racer Socklet (to be renamed LITE
Socklet).
For further
information
call HILLY on
0161 366 8207.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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IN SEASON SQUASH

Squash
ASICS Gel Blade
For the squash/badminton player who desires the best-possible guidance
and support, ASICS has unveiled the revolutionary new Transition Sole.
Squash and badminton are sports that require quick movements.
ASICS recognises this fact and has introduced the new Impact
Guidance System (IGS) footwear.
IGS reacts on movements
being made by providing extra
support and control during a
quick change of direction forward as well as side and
backwards.
www.asics.co.uk

Prince launches O3 Squash
The overwhelming success of the brand's O3 racquets in tennis has led Prince to launch O3
Squash for the new season.
England's former world number one Peter Nicol, a Prince ambassador for more than 14
years, switched to a prototype of the new racquet last summer - and went on to win two major
titles with the O3 Tour (pictured).
"The new racquet represents, without doubt, a significant new development by Prince,"
explains Nicol, a double Commonwealth Games gold medallist. "The sweetspot is huge and the
added power off the wall pays huge dividends - I will definitely be using the racquet all the time
from now on."
It was only in October 2005 that Nicol David signed with Prince Sports and switched to the
brand's revolutionary O3 Tour racquet. “I'm also really excited about my new association with
Prince and am absolutely delighted with the new O3 racquet. In fact, it's the best
racquet I've ever used," says the 2005 World Open champion and world number one.
There are two racquets in the new series - the O3 Tour PowerRing and O3
Silver Extender.
The O3-engineered racquets provide a large sweetspot in a manoeuvrable
and aerodynamic frame. Prince re-engineered traditional pin-sized string
holes into giant O-Ports, providing total string freedom for a
livelier response across the entire string bed.
The range is further complemented
with two racquets constructed
using More technology, the
M+Light and M+Pro.
There are further racquets
in the range at key price
points with notable
technical features.
For further
information contact
Solosport on
01539 622322.
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HIT YOUR BEST SHOTS.
MORE OFTEN.
03 Silver
03 Tour

INTRODUCING AN ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGH
FROM PRINCE. By replacing traditional pin-sized string
holes with giant O - ports, our driven and never-satisfied
engineers reinvented the squash racquet again — creating
a super aerodynamic frame with a more responsive stringbed.
This increases the sweet spot by up to 54% which means you
hit your best shots more often. What’s truly impressive is that
we did it all without enlarging the racquet head, increasing its
length, or adding weight. So it’s easy to manoeuvre and quicker
through the air. Available in two models: 03 Silver for greater

3

0 Tour
played by
Peter Nicol
and Nicol David

power and accuracy and the 03 Tour for ultimate control and
responsiveness. Stop trying to hit a Sweet Spot. Start hitting

a Sweet Zone. princesquash.com/03.

for further information please contact Solosport on 01539 622322

STORE
IN
SEASON
SECURITY
FITNESS

Running
out of time

Work and domestic commitments are the
biggest hurdles to exercising in the UK,
according to a major new piece of
research into the sector

Andree Deane:
“Getting it wrong is
no longer an option”

Most of the following statistics
won’t be a great surprise to the
majority of you:
■ According to AMA Research, the
UK fitness equipment market grew by
over 95 per cent between 1998-2004.
■ The overall market is forecast to
grow to £339 million by 2008 again, research by AMA.
■ Increased awareness of health and
fitness issues, coupled with an increase
in personal disposable incomes and
consumer confidence, have been key
drivers in the sector’s growth.
■ 11.8 per cent of the UK population
(over seven million people) are either
gym members or registered gym users,
according to the FIA’s State of the UK
Fitness Industry 2005 report. In 2004
the figure was 10.3 per cent; 2003 was
9.9 per cent.

Back foot
The findings of a
major new
study into
consumer

attitudes to physical exercise, which
surveyed over 10,000 UK adults, has,
however, put Government health
strategists on the back foot.
The Health of the Nation research
found that over 75 per cent of
respondents did not blame the lack of
convenient facilities or locations as a
reason for not exercising. Instead, the
majority cited work and domestic
commitment as the biggest hurdles.
This contradicts the Government’s
health strategists’ belief that a major
catalyst for consumers to exercise is
the need to be within 20 minutes of an
exercise facility from home. One
conclusion of this finding is that the
Government should invest in
improving utilisation of existing
facilities, rather than build new ones.
On average, interviewees
acknowledged that they spend at least
200 per cent more a month on leisure
activities such as smoking, drinking,
eating out and going to the cinema
than they do on exercise participation.
In some cases, it was as much as 800
per cent more.

Market potential
One finding that bodes well for the
fitness industry as a whole is the fact
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that more than half of those surveyed
have never been a member of a club
and/or leisure centre. Given the fact
that over 95 per cent accept the link
between exercise and good health and
the popularity of these facilities to
exercise in, this represents an
enormous market potential for
operators to tap into.
Says Andree Deane, chief
executive officer of the Fitness Industry
Association: “The conclusions of this
survey have profound ramifications for
government and employers, as well as
those responsible for developing public
health communications and
industries, like ours, which are in effect
activity destinations.
“If the biggest hurdle to leading
more active and therefore healthier
lives is time, then that should be the
focus of an integrated strategy, with
the Government acting as a catalyst,
employers acknowledging their role
and responsibilities and every activityrelated organisation - by they clubs
and leisure centres, or local and central
government organisations responsible
for creating and maintaining our open
spaces - delivering a service which
will entice consumers out of their seats
and onto their legs.

“If we get it right, the personal and
financial benefits are huge. Getting it
wrong is no longer an option.”
Health of the Nation was
commissioned and conducted by
Deloitte, the business advisory firm,
and TARP, a research consultancy that
specialises in customer insights and
related economic modelling. The study
can be purchased for £250.
Other findings of the research
include:
■ While nearly 95 per cent of
interviewees accepted the link between
exercise and good health, just over 48
per cent admitted to doing less exercise
than the Chief Medical Officer’s
recommended average of 30 minutes a
day, five days a week.
■ If 70 per cent of the population
exercised for 150 minutes or more a
week, the annual savings would be:
1. To employers - almost £500
million, by cutting sick days by almost
three million.
2. To the NHS - over £81 million, by
axing doctor/hospital visits by almost
six million.
■ When walking is excluded, clubs
and leisure centres are the most
popular places to exercise.
■ Over 90 per cent of interviewees
had no complaints about the
flexibility of membership terms. si

HEAD TO HEAD

Alex Warsop, Nautilus’ Customer Marketing Manager (UK)

Nautilus has been in the UK retail market
for two years now - compared to its 30plus years in the US - so is still relatively
new to the UK personal fitness sector.
However, the company’s retail sales have
grown rapidly, with over a 400 per cent
increase in year-on-year sales last year.
What are the latest fitness trends at
the moment?
CV equipment is traditionally the biggest
seller, but more and more consumers are
also understanding the benefits of
strength training for fat burning,
increasing metabolism and body sculpting.
There is also a trend towards more
multifunctional products and smaller, more
compact equipment. More consumers are
also investing in better quality equipment,
which lasts much longer.
How has Nautilus performed over
the last 12 months and what are
your predictions for the next year?
Our year-on-year sales last year saw over
a 400 per cent increase in our second
year of UK retail business. We expect
another strong year of sales this year and
believe that home gyms and sales of
personal fitness equipment are definitely
on the rise.
With our long-hours culture, growing
numbers of consumers also like the

convenience, flexibility and costeffectiveness of working out at home.
Many developers are also now
incorporating dedicated home gym
space in new-build housing.
The key is to buy quality personal
fitness equipment. A good quality piece
of equipment will not only feel more
comfortable to use - similar to the
feel/comfort of equipment found in the
gym - but will also be kinder to your
joints, be biomechanically sound and
will last much longer.
Is the way people approach
fitness changing?
Consumers are always looking for
innovative design, additional features
and faster, more intensive workouts.
Growing numbers of consumers are
also becoming more aware of the
health benefits of more regular
exercise - particularly older
consumers who realise how exercise
can help them to maintain their
active lifestyle.
What are current Nautilus best
sellers?
Our best sellers are currently our
Bowflex SelectTech dumbbells, Bowflex
Treadmills and the new Bowflex
TreadClimber.

“If the biggest hurdle to leading more active and therefore healthier lives is
time, then that should be the focus of an integrated strategy”

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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IN SEASON FITNESS
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Marcy Fitness products
Escalade International has recently launched a new collection of Marcy Fitness
products into the UK and Ireland.
The new collection further enhances an already exhaustive range of gym systems,
weight benches and free weights, and includes the new Marcy WM348 Bench, which
folds for ease of storage and features a multi-position barbell bench with lat tower,
butterfly and preacher pad. In addition, the heavy duty TSA5762 Half Smith Machine
is a compact unit suitable for both Olympic and standard weight plates.
Marcy is the leading name in strength training products, having built an enviable
reputation for product quality, design and customer service.
For further information on the complete range of Marcy Fitness products
visit www.escaladesports.co.uk
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IN SEASON CRICKET

Cricket

www.sportindustry.biz

Linebreak cricket
performance gear
From international to park cricketers, the secret is
out about the high-tech breakthrough in cricket
performance gear - Linebreak.
Worn against the skin, Linebreak keeps you
cooler with less muscle fatigue so you can bat,
bowl or field at your peak for longer, then recover
more quickly.
■ Linebreak’s breakthrough ECT process keeps you
cooler in the heat, less chilled in the cold and
always drier.
■ Linebreak’s in-built compression reduces muscle
vibration, lactic acid build up, assists blood flow back
to the heart and makes you more aware of your
body’s movement (pro-prioception).
■ Your energy is harnessed to help you perform
better for longer, meaning less aches and injuries
during and after so you enjoy the activity more
and recover quicker.
For more information contact Linebreak on 01926
813749, email linebreakuk@btinternet.com or visit
www.linebreak.co.uk

Gray-Nicolls
The TI-TECH Pro moulded
helmet is super lightweight
with a unique airflow
ventilation design that
enhances player comfort when
at the crease.
The shell is lined with a
sweat absorption material and
the new ISA (Integrated Size
Adjustment) System makes it
the perfect fit for all sizes. As
worn by England's Andrew
Strauss, the new rounded
peak increases the player’s
peripheral vision by an extra
15 per cent.
The new Pro Base Layer is
an ultra-comfortable
undershirt that can be worn in
all conditions. Extremely
effective in either hot or cold
conditions due to the comforstretch lightweight moisture
management material, it is
also ideal for fielding on hard
grounds, helping prevent
elbow burns from diving.
Gray-Nicolls. 01580 880357.
sales@grays-int.co.uk
www.gray-nicolls.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SHOPLIFTING

Stop thief
One out of every 20 people
coming into your shop
is a potential
shoplifter.
Tony James
shows
you how to
stop them

Roger was 14
and a star of
his south
London school's
track
events team.
His mates assumed
his parents were loaded.
Roger always had the very
latest in serious kit, state-of-the-art
running shoes and trainers and a
tracksuit to die for. Only later was it
found that his mum was on benefit
and his dad was in prison.
Roger had nicked all his kit from
local sports shops. In just a few weeks
he had walked out with over £500
worth of goods from shops that
assumed that expensive CCTV
systems and electronic tagging were
keeping them safe from pilferers.
Roger's not running any more - his
spare time is spent doing 100 hours
supervised community service

likely to pay you a visit.
For instance, 58 per cent of
pilferers are male and the peak age for
shoplifting is 23, although teenagers
like Roger make up nearly 40 per cent
of culprits. Females steal slightly more
than males - their daily haul is £78
pounds as against £76 - and they
go for clothes, lingerie, perfume
and cosmetics.
Sports retailers report that sports
clothing is the main shoplifting
target, followed by trainers and
small specialist equipment like
swimming goggles, cycling
gloves, kit cleaner and even snooker
and pool balls.

CCTV

and reporting to his
probation officer.
"I only got
caught
because I
was careless,"
he says. "The
average shop
is just asking to be robbed."

Cost
Experts concede that he could have a
point. Shoplifting is currently costing
the UK retail trade at least £50 million
a week, a figure that is increasing by
seven per cent a year.
The good news is that over
650,000 UK shoplifters were arrested
last year. The bad news is that's
probably less than 20 per cent of
thieves - and the average shoplifter
commits nearly 50 thefts before
being caught.
To bring the problem nearer
home, one out of every 20 people
coming into your shop is a potential
shoplifter who will probably nick
something from your stock if he or
she sees an opportunity. A sad state of
affairs, but research has proved it to
be true.
In fact, according to the
Nottingham University Centre for
Retail Research, it's even possible to
create a profile of the shoplifter most

So what can you do to make sure your
stock only goes to people prepared to
pay for it? Experts advise that one
thing not to do is rely entirely on
CCTV cameras, however sophisticated
the system.
In a recent experiment in Scotland,
retail crime consultant Jerry Hart
collected a group of self-confessed
shoplifters, fitted them with miniature
cameras and sent them into shops and
stores to try their luck.
In the controlled experiment, dozens of
thieves came away unchallenged and
unrecorded with hundreds of pounds
worth of unpaid-for loot. And Jerry
Hart's verdict: "CCTV is pretty useless
as the sole means of loss prevention.
"Experienced thieves simply go out of
sight of the cameras and conceal what
they are stealing. Often they work in
pairs, with one person acting
suspiciously as a decoy while the other
one steals in a camera blind spot."

Electronic article
surveillance
Now a new generation of electronic
gadgetry is beginning to replace
CCTV in the battle against shoplifters.
Called electronic article surveillance EAS - the latest developments
include:
• Microscopic chips woven into
garments that broadcast their
whereabouts anywhere in the world.
• Smart labels that are activated if a
garment or piece of merchandise is
hurriedly hidden in a bag or under
clothing.
• DNA detectors that sound an alert if
someone with a shoplifting record
comes into the store.
• Acousto-magnetic labels that emit a
piercing shriek if a shoplifter is trying
to remove them.
These developments are expected to
eventually come into general retail use,

Left: private
schemes such as
Retail Loss
Prevention
specialise in retail
civil recovery

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Above: small specialist
products such as
swimming goggles are
high on many
shoplifters’ lists

but most consultants agree that at the
moment retailers are probably better
spending their security budget on
training staff to spot suspicious
behaviour than on expensive
surveillance equipment.
As Jerry Hart says: "If staff in a store
say 'Hello' to each customer, potential
shoplifters will suspect they have been
rumbled and will almost certainly
leave the shop. The problem is that
most stores prefer buying easy

keep an eye on what's going on
throughout the shop. Install large
convex mirrors to view any
unavoidable hiding places.
Next time you're in a supermarket,
take a note of the layout. Big stores are
designed to give minimum staff
maximum observation.
• Make life difficult for would-be
thieves. One way shoplifters can steal
a tremendous amount of clothing is to
grab as much as they can carry from a
display stand and run out to a
waiting car.
Make this difficult by alternating the
direction of each hanger hook on a
display, which makes it impossible to
take an armful of clothing off a
circular rack in one go and very

“Across the UK police only follow up less than a
third of shoplifting cases”
technology rather than training staff in
theft prevention."
Professor Joshua Bamfield of the
Centre for Retail Research agrees that
prevention is far better than catching
offenders and taking them to court:
"Across the UK police only follow up
less than a third of the shoplifting
cases they are called to and less than
15 per cent of culprits in these cases
actually go to court.
"In the vast majority of cases, the
retailer ends up sitting with the
shoplifter vainly waiting for police to
arrive. When they don't, the
shopkeeper is risking an assault charge
by forcibly detaining the suspect or
taking him to the police station."
So how do you get your money back?
A civil recovery scheme has been tried
with limited success in Scotland and is
being considered elsewhere in the UK.
In the meantime, there are private
schemes such as Retail Loss
Prevention
(www.lossprevention.co.uk) that
specialise in retail civil recovery and
take shoplifters through the civil courts
on a non-win, no-fee basis.

Tried & tested methods

Right: many shoplifters
steal with the
intention of returning
the goods for a cash
refund
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But the cheapest way of dealing with
shoplifters is to stop them shoplifting.
And here are a few tried and tested
ways of keeping pilfering under
control:
• Keep an eye on things shoplifters try to keep out of sight
while they conceal merchandise.
Arrange fixtures and display areas so
that there's nowhere to hide.
Decide where staff members should
spend most of their time. From their
vantage points they should be able to

difficult on a tree rack.
• Point of no return. Many shoplifters
steal with the intention of returning the
goods for a cash refund. Recently 15
UK retailers reported that this fraud
had lost them a total of £300 million.
You can help cut down this fastgrowing scam with these precautions:
1. Insist on a purchase receipt for
all returns.
2. Ask for customer ID.
3. If paid by cheque, wait for the
cheque to clear.
4. Start a list of regular refunders.
5. Give a description of suspects to
nearby shops. Have they been victims,
too?
• Be sure of your staff. Sadly,
according to surveys, shoplifting by
staff has risen in the UK over the past
eight years. Last year one out of every
28 shop staff was found to have stolen
goods from work. And the amount?
Six times that taken by the average
shoplifter.
"Employee theft is having a serious
effect on bottom-line profits,
particularly for small independent
retailers," says retail consultant
Gordon Crossley. "In extreme
cases, thefts have caused retailers
to close shops or even go out
of business."
But many European countries
have a very different attitude to
retail shoplifting - in France,
Spain, Germany
and Italy shopkeepers
rarely prosecute thieves they
catch red-handed.
Instead they insist on payment
for the items, plus a
surcharge, usually 10 per
cent, which goes to the

security guard or diligent shop
assistant.
As Gordon Crossley explains: "In
Europe, shoplifting is often regarded
more as a technical offence - like
speeding - than as a crime. In
Germany, for instance, you are only
committing an act of theft if you try to
hide the unpaid-for item when you
leave the shop."

Psychology of shoplifting
Just why do people shoplift? A
Sheffield University study involving
500 convicted shoplifters found that
over 50 per cent could have paid for
the articles they stole, but enjoyed the
excitement of breaking the law.
The survey found that 80 per cent of
shoplifters said they didn't even think
about the possibility of getting caught.
Boy racer Roger, who claims he has
now given up shoplifting for good,
says that if he was in danger of being
caught he would simply leave the
shop.
"Don't slow down for anything,” he
says. “If the sensors go off just walk
away. You can only be prosecuted if
you are caught and you shouldn't
give them that luxury.
"I was once caught stealing some
mobile phone batteries because I was
too busy chatting up a girl I'd known
at school. But I learned from my
mistake. I hit that store another dozen
times and they never caught me
again."
Another mistake shoplifters make is to
become overambitious. Liverpool
independent retailer Roy Richards lost
11 identical soccer shorts and shirts
over a six-month period.
"It turned out to be a chap who was
trying to start his own amateur football
team," Richards remembers. "We
caught him taking a pair of
goalkeeping gloves. He said it was
the last bit of kit he needed and he
wouldn't have been back any more.
For a few moments I felt quite sorry
si
for him.”
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RICHMOND CRICKET
Crystal Knitwear are proud to present their
range of RICHMOND CRICKET sweaters and
clothing.
Renowned for our high quality and service, our
independent family run business has been
manufacturing top quality CRICKET
SWEATERS for many years, using today's
technologies to produce garments that are
extremely durable and which provide
excellent ease of movement.
Chosen by England, the West
Indies, M.C.C. and multiple counties
and clubs locally and nationally,
RICHMOND CRICKET sweaters and
clothing offer unrivalled quality and ease of
movement. Worn by teams at all levels of the
game, RICHMOND provides unbeatable
performance and wear-ability.

ORDERS & ENQUIRIES
• By telephone: 01623 628 605
Monday to Friday 9am - 6pm or
leave a message and we will call you.
• By post: CRYSTAL KNITWEAR
Richmond House, Pelham Street,
Mansfield, Nottinghamshire NG18 2EY
• By fax: 01623 623 953
• By email: cricket@crystalknitwear.co.uk
• Website: www.crystalknitwear.co.uk

Take advantage of our
bespoke made to order
and design service to
give your club that look
of individuality, with
any colour, trim or
club emblem being
achievable
To support and enhance
your team's performance,
order RICHMOND
CRICKET sweaters and
clothing by
contacting us today.
01623 628 605

SPORTS SUPPLEMENTS

Food for thought
Steve Newman looks at the expanding world of energy
replacement products
Over the last 10 years the UK sports
supplement market has changed
beyond all recognition. A decade
ago you could choose from only a
handful of brands; now a huge
selection of home and American
and Canadian brands are on the
market.
Most of these supplement brands
have a good reputation, but there are
also some of a dubious nature. Thus,
this area is a minefield for the sports
retailer or fitness centre.

Widely used
In the early days the sports
supplement market was
predominately aimed at hardcore
body builders. In
recent years
market
analysis has
leaned
more

towards the mainstream
and supplements are
becoming widely used by
the everyday athlete - the
man or woman on the
street who enjoys keeping
fit, trim and in shape.
It is critical that you
get it right when it comes
to supplements, not only
because the potential
damage to your business
through litigation in this
area is huge, but legal
supplements can also be big sellers.
It must be remembered that the
use of supplements in sport is not
compulsory - it is purely a matter of
personal choice - and as
suppliers we must not
claim to be
knowledgeable on
this subject unless
we actually are.
What is vitally
important is that
any supplement
sold must be
guaranteed to be
risk free, so far as
dope testing is
concerned.
If you think
about it, high
protein bars,
sports
supplements,
high energy
drinks and
dehydrated meals
are in demand
right across the activity sectors from tennis to hill walking.
The continuing success of
Lucozade is a case in point.
Marketed as an energy supplement

in years gone by, many
sports people would drink a bottle
before a match or activity - and it
still sells well today.
Indeed, one of the most
successful sports nutrients of all
time has been used by climbers
and walkers since 1936, and quite
a few sports retailers outside the
Lake District stock Kendal Mint
Cake for its confectionery slant as
well. This product is supplied in a
variety of sizes and flavours white, brown, extra strong,
buttermint candy, winter candy,
rum and butter and even chocolate
covered. It can also be sold in
mixed packs, where the customer
gets two bars of white, two of
brown and two of chocolate.
You could argue that sports
nutritional supplements are simply
highly refined foods derived from
natural sources. They are available
in a variety of formats including
tablets, powders, liquids, capsules
and snack bars. What they offer to
the enthusiast and serious athlete
alike is a quick and convenient

“What is vitally important is that any supplement sold
must be guaranteed to be risk free, so far as dope
testing is concerned ”
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way for them to meet the
demanding needs of their particular
activity or sports nutrition
requirements.

Performance
improvement
Many people now believe that
without properly addressing their
diet, either through natural foods or
by using sports supplements, they
are limiting their potential for
growth, recovery and, above all,
performance improvement.
High energy drinks are also big
sellers and can work as impulse
buys, as people will buy them not
just for sporting activities but
often if they are going on a long
car journey or plan on working late
at night.
There are many brands on the
market, and a quick search on the
web will produce many sites that
explain what’s on offer.
Remember, too, that there are also
related accessories you can sell in
this area, be they drinks containers
or waist bags.
As a retailer, you need to
think who you will be supplying
these supplements to, as with all
sports products there are certain

levels of proficiency that they
are aimed at.
Browse any of the
supplement websites and you will
find a massive range of sports
nutritional supplements and aids,
each helping people taking part in
sport in different ways. Many of
these supplements are tailored
towards professional and
intermediate level athletes and are
not necessary for beginners.
Perhaps in many ways it is
better for the small retailer to start
with the basic high-energy
replacement products, after all,
supplements are exactly that - they
do not replace a diet, they are there

to replace or boost energy levels
when needed. If a customer wants
to find out more and investigate the
powders and other supplement
variations on offer, it’s entirely their
own choice.
One of the most popular of
these is the high-energy snack bar.
These can be sold at point of sale
and are popular with parents for
children’s lunchboxes and picnics.
Walkers and ramblers use them for
snacks and emergency rations and
there is a large selection of
ingredients and tastes available in
this section of the market.
The pages of this magazine often
contain adverts from firms selling
supplements. One of these is EAS,
whose Myoplex bars and ready-todrink products are popular
with customers seeking a healthy
snack option.
The company’s products
comprise high-grade proteins
enriched with up to 24 vitamins and
minerals. These promote muscle
growth and a healthy immune
system while boosting and
stabilising metabolism and guarding
against any nutritional deficiencies
brought on by tough training
sessions and demanding matches.
Another supplier in this market
is Prolab Nutrition. The company
sponsors a number of athletes,
including the likes of Mr Universe,
Shaun ‘Dinosaur’ Davis, and rugby
player Mike Tindall.
Prolab also prides itself on its
supported athletes who aren’t
necessarily household names, but
enjoy their chosen sport and want to
achieve their own goals, however big

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SPORTS SUPPLEMENTS

or small. The company offers trade or
distribution accounts to retailers
(dependant on monthly spend).
Other companies such as Puralife
market Sports Oxyshot, a 100 per cent
natural product that combats oxygen
depletion when sportsmen and women are
training, thus allowing them to be active
longer and recover at a much quicker rate.
This product is essentially an oxygen
supplement and is gaining recognition
across the sporting spectrum from leading
teams and top-level athletes.

Ready meals
The other market that opens up to you in
the case of food supplements is the
outdoor sector. We have already
mentioned high-energy snack bars, but
ready meals are also a fast growing part
of this sector.
Wayfayrer produces a varied
selection of ready-meal breakfasts, main
meals and desserts, including vegetarian
options that are specifically aimed at the
outdoor industry. They contain the
correct balance of carbohydrates and
proteins to ensure they create high
energy levels to keep people active for
hours.
The dishes also have the advantage
of being easy to prepare and can be eaten
hot or cold - to heat the meals simply
place the easy-to-carry, robust foil pouch
in hot water for seven-eight minutes.
The profits for selling energy foods
and supplements are there for the taking.
But as with all things in business, you
need to examine your customers very
carefully before you take the plunge.
si
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ESSENTIAL SPORTS KIT
Sports Oxyshot, the revolutionary 100 per
cent natural oxygen sports supplement
that has taken Australia by storm, is fast
becoming an essential piece of sports kit
on these shores.
The extreme oxygen supplement is
rapidly winning fans across the sporting
spectrum, from top-level footballers to
Olympic athletes and leading rugby
teams, including Super League
Champions the Bradford Bulls.
Derived from NASA-based
technology, Sports Oxyshot is the
strongest oxygen supplement available in
the world today, delivering a massive
dose of bio-available oxygen directly into
the bloodstream so ‘charged’ molecules
reach working muscles more quickly.

“Recovery times have improved and
players are fresher and more alert. Whilst
there is no substitute for hard training
and dedication, there is no doubt that
Sports Oxyshot has made a positive
contribution to the performance of the
players and the team.”
A 250ml bottle of Sports Oxyshot is
available at £39.99 (RRP) equating to just
£1.60 per 10ml shot. For further
information on Puralife and its products
visit www.puralife.co.uk or call 0870
1166386.

Tested by an IOC accredited
laboratory and confirmed free of banned
substances, Sports Oxyshot is drug-free,
non-toxic and pH balanced. Just 10ml,
taken once or twice a day, helps athletes
and sports people perform consistently at
their peak and recover much faster to
stay in the game.
Dean Richards, Harlequins RFC Head
Coach and former England International,
is enthusiastic about the benefits of the
new supplement: “Sports Oxyshot has
given the players the ability to take their
training and match-day performances to
another level,” he says.
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It’s not cheating.
It just feels like it.
Sports Oxyshot, the revolutionary 100% natural oxygen sports supplement that has
taken Australia by storm, is fast becoming an essential piece of sports kit on these shores.
The extreme oxygen supplement is rapidly winning fans across the sporting spectrum from
top-level footballers to Olympic athletes and leading rugby teams - including Super League
Champions, the Bradford Bulls.
Derived from NASA-based technology, Sports Oxyshot

Whilst there is no substitute for hard training

is the strongest oxygen supplement available in the

and dedication, there is no doubt that Sports

world today, delivering a massive dose of bio-available

Oxyshot has made a positive contribution

oxygen directly into the bloodstream so 'charged'

to the performance of the players and

molecules reach working muscles more quickly. Drug

the team.”

free, non-toxic and pH balanced, just 10ml of Sports
Oxyshot, taken once or twice a day, helps athletes and

Puralife director Ross Riley

sports people perform consistently at their peak and

comments, “Forget conventional

recover much faster to stay in the “game”.

energy supplements - this really is
something different. With oxygen

Dean Richards, Harlequins RFC Head Coach and former

crucial to around ninety percent of

England International is enthusiastic about the benefits

the body's energy production, even

of the new supplement: “As a head coach and former

professional athletes can suffer from oxygen depletion

international player, I know how physically prepared you

due to physical exertion, pollution, fatigue and air travel.

have to be to compete and win against the best in the

Sports Oxyshot is the most effective natural means of

world. The demands that the modern professional game

ensuring your body gets the oxygen it needs to perform.”

of rugby puts on players are intense and any advantage
we can get to improve training results is welcome.”

A 250ml bottle of Sports Oxyshot is available at £39.99
(RRP) equating to just £1.60 per 10ml shot.

“Sports Oxyshot has given the players the ability to take
their training and match day performances to another
level. Recovery times have improved and players are

For further information on Puralife and its products,
visit: www.puralife.co.uk or call 0870 11 66 386.

fresher and more alert.

100% Performance. 0% Risk.
Oxyman (UK) • Alcester Road • Mappleborough Green • Studley • Warwickshire • B80 7DF
Tel +44 (0) 870 11 66 386 • Fax +44 (0) 870 11 66 387 • Email info@puralife.co.uk • www.puralife.co.uk

E-TAILING

Point & click websites
Even if you don’t have the technical skills to build your own website, online
eShops now provide a fast and cost-effective solution, says Dave Howell
In a recent survey, the internet
service provider 1&1 found that
more than 70 per cent of
businesses experienced an increase
in sales revenue in the 12 months
following the launch of their
website.
IMRG has also reported that
2005 was a bumper year for online
sales, which totalled £19.2 billion.
Last Christmas alone saw sales
rocket to £4.98 billion. With this
kind of spending power, if you don’t
have a website you’re missing out on
your slice of this lucrative market.

Online tools
Simply stating that you would like a
website is, of course, easier said than
done, especially if you don’t have
the skills to build your own site.
Hiring a design agency could cost
several thousand pounds to get even

a simple ecommerce site set up.
The good news is that you don’t
need to be a website design guru to
build your own site. You don’t even
need to invest the several hundred
pounds that website design software
costs these days. All you need is your
computer, an internet connection and
the browser you use every day to
check websites.
Not surprisingly, some of the
more mature services come from
ISPs (internet service providers). As
they sell web space and domain
names to businesses, it makes sense
for them to offer website building
applications as well.
One of the best comes from 1&1,
a company that knows a thing or two
about small businesses and the
internet. The package it offers is
simple to learn and enables you to
build your new website in minutes as

you don’t need to know a single line
of HTML code.
The eShop creation service starts
at just £9.99, but only allows you to
display 50 items in your store. Also
available are the Professional eShop
at £19.99 and the Developer eShop
at £39.99. The Developer version
allows unlimited items to be
displayed, which should give you all
the flexibility you’ll need in your
new online store. More details on all
these packages can be obtained from
www.1and1.co.uk
Other online store builders that
you should take a look at before
making your final decision include
Monstercommerce
(www.monstercommerce.com/online
-store-builder.asp). Well known as
one of the most comprehensive
website template suppliers, Monster
moved into ecommerce development

“If you don’t have a website you’re missing out on your slice of this
lucrative market ”
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“Credit card clearance is a must, but other systems like PayPal may also be on offer ”
solutions last year. Hosting is in the
US and starts at $99.95 per month
plus a $99 activation fee.
Also across the pond you’ll find
Bizhosting (http://bizhosting.com),
but with this package you’re limited
to 1,000 items in your store. And
Site2you (www.site2you.com),
which has a close affiliation with
Template Monster, should ensure
you have a wide choice of store
design. Prices start from $59.95.
If you’d rather keep your
hosting here in the UK, you have a
number of choices. eShopfitters
(www.eshopfitters.co.uk) offers a
similar service to those provided by
our American cousins. On this site
prices start at £395 for the initial
site build. You also have the option
to purchase extra bespoke services.
ShopMaker
(www.shopmaker.co.uk) offers great
value for money at only £30 a
month and no set-up fee. You can
also have unlimited product
categories and sub-categories on
your site. Its pay-as-you-go service

could be ideal if you want to try out
ecommerce for the first time.

Desktop design
All of the online store builders
certainly allow you to create your
store quickly, but because they are
all based on fixed templates, make
sure you look at these carefully
before you sign up. The template
has to be right for your store and
must have some expansion built
into it. You don’t want to be
changing hosting services after a
few months because you’ve
outgrown the one you currently
have.
For rapid site building you need
to be prepared. The template for
your site will effectively be an
empty shell you have to fill with
content. So get all of your product
images and descriptions ready. All
you then need to do is cut and paste
this content into the template to
complete your site. Ask the hosting
service about image formats so
you’re ready.

The payment options that are
available on the service you are
interested in should be looked at
carefully. Credit card clearance is a
must, but other systems like PayPal may
also be on offer. As you already have a
merchant account for your shop, make
sure your bank is happy to take
payments you receive from your new
online store. Check fees so you know
what you’ll be paying.
Using an online site builder can
save you buckets of time, but you
should approach these systems carefully.
Do your homework so you choose the
right service for your business. Once
you have chosen a hosting package you
like, test the system with a few items
and see it in operation. Only then jump
in and set up your full store.
If you lack the time and technical
skill to build your own site from scratch,
there are plenty of systems to choose
from. Getting your business online is
now a commercial imperative. With the
systems that are now available you can
do this with ease. So what are you
waiting for?
si
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STORE SECURITY
CHARITIES
AND SPORT
When businesses link up with
charities it can be a win/win
arrangement.
The charity benefits from
significantly increased revenue and the
business enterprise can communicate
an empathy with its audience by
working with a specific charity.
Two years ago Ronhill,
manufacturer of men’s and women’s
sportswear, partnered up with the
Breast Cancer Campaign (BCC). We
caught up with the brand and its
partners to find out how the
relationship was developing from
Ronhill’s point of view, as well as the
charity and a retailer that stocks
Ronhill.

The charity:
Breast Cancer Campaign
Louise Ajdukiewicz, Corporate
Partnerships Senior Manager

All in a
good cause
Ronhill’s partnership with the
Breast Cancer Campaign has been
a winner for all concerned
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Regular exercise and leading a
healthy lifestyle has been linked to a
protective effect against breast
cancer, so it is great to work with
Ronhill, a brand which is
synonymous with health and fitness.
At the same time, we can rely on
their continued fundraising support to
help fund our research projects
throughout the UK.
Britain has the highest breast
cancer mortality rate in the world.
Every year in the UK over 13,000
women and 90 men die from breast
cancer despite improvements in
screening, treatment and diagnosis.
We still do not know what causes
the disease and do not understand how
it develops and progresses. The only
charity that specialises in funding
independent breast cancer research
throughout the UK, Breast Cancer
Campaign’s aim is researching the
cure for breast cancer by funding
research into:
■ Improving the diagnosis and
treatment of breast cancer
■ Better understanding of how
it develops
■ Ultimately, either curing the disease
or preventing it
The charity currently funds 62
research projects throughout the UK,
but has many more applications for
funding than it has the money to fund.
This is why support from companies
like Ronhill is so valuable.
We really appreciate the support
of Ronhill staff, retailers and
customers over nearly two years. One
of the best things about working with
Ronhill is the commitment and
enthusiasm of the team. The brand’s

“Personally, I think it’s a great
initiative, which helps to raise
money for research into the cure
for breast cancer and boosts
peoples’ awareness of the disease.
Our customers will notice and
often make reference to the fact
that Ronhill supports BCC and I
think that it helps reinforce the
customer’s decision to buy.I don’t
think it necessarily boosts sales, but
it certainly helps with the feelgood
factor attached to the purchase.
“I think this kind of link-up
with a charity is a great thing to do,
when brands like Ronhill do it to
make a long-term difference and
not just to ride on the back of a
charity brand.
“In Ronhill’s case, the product
range is really strong so they didn’t
have to support a charity in order
to sell more. Ronhill’s good quality
product sells itself, so the fact that
they decided to support BCC
regardless is a strong message to
convey to the industry and
si
the consumer.”

“I think this kind of link-up with a charity is a great thing to do, when brands like Ronhill
do it to make a long-term difference and not just to ride on the back of a charity brand”
new website sells a pink product range
that caters for women from sizes 8-18.
This is a real move to get more women
exercising, with Ronhill making a
donation to Breast Cancer Campaign
for each product sold.

The manufacturer:
Ronhill
Steve Rothwell, managing director
We approached Breast Cancer
Campaign two years ago because we
were keen to develop a partnership
where we could help in their
fundraising activities and help the
charity’s aim of researching a cure for
breast cancer.
Our women’s range of products
has been a huge success - we have
around a 52 per cent female customer
base. We felt that by placing details of
the Breast Cancer Campaign along
with the pink ribbon on our garments
we could raise awareness of breast
cancer among our customers.
The activity is focused year-round
with a proportion of our profits going
to the charity. This will be further
enhanced by our website initiative
where we offer a range of co-branded
pink products. It’s exciting because this
way we can further increase the

proportion of profits that we donate
to the Breast Cancer Campaign.
We believe that running and
active sports should be enjoyed by
everyone, so the other great selling
point about our range is that it caters
for women up to size 18. If we can
encourage more women to get out
and exercise - whatever their size then we feel that we are helping the
individual look and feel confident
whilst helping to reduce this risk.

The retailer:
Malcolm Turner, managing
director, Running Bath
Bath sports retailer Running Bath has
been stocking Ronhill men’s and
women’s products since it opened 18
months ago. Malcolm Turner, the
company’s managing director,
whole-heartedly supports the BCC
Charity initiative.
“Ronhill is the only brand that
we stock that is linked to a charity in
this way,” he says. “Maybe others
are, but I haven’t been made aware.
Simon, our Ronhill rep, has spoken
about it on several occasions and the
women’s garments are well
BCC-branded with informative
swing tickets.
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The UK Sports
Buyer’s Guide
Don’t miss your opportunity to
feature in the definitive guide
to the sports trade
Ever wished you had a
comprehensive reference guide to
the sports trade that could provide
you with the latest information
pertinent to your business?
Part of the highly successful
Sports Insight product portfolio, the
UK Sports Buyer’s Guide 2006 is an
easy-to-use A5 guide that includes
details on:
■ Agents
■ Buying groups
■ Distributors
■ Independent retailers
■ Manufacturers
■ PR agencies
■ Sporting events
■ Trade exhibitions

Be part of it
■ Retailers - ensure your business

retains its competitive edge by
featuring in our ‘Independent
Retailers’ section, sure to be browsed
by manufacturers, agents and
distributors throughout the UK.
You can even take an enhanced
entry to guarantee your company
stands out from the crowd.
■ Manufacturers, agents and

distributors - the UK Sports Buyer’s
Guide is a cost-effective means of
reaching thousands of key decision
makers in the retail trade. Divided
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into
product
categories
for ease
of navigation,
you can
even choose
what categories
your company features
in to make sure your
message reaches a
tightly targeted audience.
As well as category listings,
a number of other marketing
options are also available, including
full-colour display and cover
advertising.

Circulation
The UK Sports Buyer’s Guide will
be mailed out with Sports Insight
magazine, which has a circulation
of 5,268, a figure that has been
independently verified by the Audit
Bureau of Circulations (ABC).
ABC certification demonstrates
a media owner’s integrity in their
willingness to be audited and to
conform to industry standards.
Don’t miss the opportunity of
year-long exposure in this
essential information source.
Call Keith Shaw-Marshall or Tim
Wilby on 01206 505947/500240 or
email guide2006@sportsinsight.co.uk for further details. si
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Book NOW, last chance
for enhanced entries

ENSURE YOUR COMPANY FEATURES IN THE
DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE UK SPORTS TRADE
Distributed to thousands of key decision
makers, The UK Sports Buyer’s Guide 2006
is a comprehensive, easy-to-use A5
guide that includes up-to-the-minute
information on:
■ Agents ■ Buying groups
■ Distributors ■ Independent retailers
■ Manufacturers ■ PR agencies ■

Sporting events ■ Trade exhibitions

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
Standard Entry - £40*
Company Name, Address, Tel No
Enhanced Entry - £60*
Company Name, Address, Logo,
Tel No, Fax No, Email, Web Site ,
20 Word Description
Half Page - £300*
Full page - £500*

COVERS:
Front Cover - £2000*
Inside Front - £1600*
Inside Back - £900*
Outside Back - £1350*
(All display rates include FREE
Enhanced Entry)
(*All prices are plus VAT).

With a choice of cost-effective advertising
options, don’t miss the opportunity of
year-long exposure in this essential
information source.
The UK Sports Buyer’s Guide 2006
will be available in printed format and
on www.sports-insight.co.uk
from June 2006.

UK Sports Buyer’s
Guide 2006
Any questions please contact
Tel: 01206 505947 Tel: 01206 500240
Email: guide2006@sports-insight.co.uk
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To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment
TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham,
Essex, RM13 9XU
Tel: 01708-522288
Fax: 01708-523322
Email: info@hayashiuk.com

SPORTS WEAR

SWIMMING EQUIPMENT

SOCKS

Tel: 0116 283 9427
Fax: 0116 244 0193
• Football, Rugby, Hockey and Back-to-School socks
• 150 designs & colour-ways, all sizes ex-stock
Manufacturers
• Knitted-in logos • In house design
and suppliers of the
• Cotton Feet • Padded Soles • Extra Stretch
revolutionary EuroSock

TABLE TENNIS

TRAMPOLINES

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 0845 2600 780
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

CRICKET SWEATERS

Fax: 0845 2600 790
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

Custom-made cricket sweaters

Importers, Wholesalers & Suppliers
Tornado Professional
Boxing & Martial Arts
Equipment

in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

TEL: 020 8897 2525

info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

www.tornadosports.co.uk
E-mail: info@tornadosports.co.uk

Sports
Insight

To advertise in the Sports Insight Directory
contact Tim Wilby on: 01206 500240
or email: tim@sports -insight.co.uk

www.sports -insight.co.uk

EPOS/STOCK MANAGEMENT

Retail Systems Group

The Undisputed Champion

Authorised reseller of the
Microsoft Retail Management
System and our Retail VPoS
System for Sage Line 50.
www.RetailSystemsGroup.com

Tel: 0121 742 0484
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TEAMWEAR
With our in house manufacturing we can offer you consistency in colours, styles & quality, in
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or
without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small)

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOCCER
ATHLETICS
RUGBY
BOXING (VESTS)
HOCKEY
BOWLS
BASKETBALL
TRAINING WEAR
NETBALL
SOCKS

Soccer

Rugby

N E W

Training
Wear

Basketball

Hockey

Netball

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range
or ring for a free colour brochure.

C A T A L O G U E

O U T

N O W

Spall LTD
Mohair Mills, Gibson Street,
Bradford. BD3 9TR
TEL: 01274 668045
FAX: 01274 665359
E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

MERCHANDISING
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.
More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings
& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

EMBROIDERS

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

NO MINIMUM ORDER

Y

FCSI Ltd

EMBR

Tel: 0207 861 9934
Fax: 0207 863 7510
Email: ade.adelano@btinternet.com

OIDER

Exclusive Licensee for Everlast, Boxing/Martial Arts &
Weightlifting Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells & Gloves

DESIGN SERVICE

ALL TYPES OF SPORTSWEAR
AND ACCESSORIES

✥ Embroidered with your✥club logo/design or name
✥ Sew on badges available ✥

01487 711884

email: adartembroidery@yahoo.com

RACQUET RESTRINGING

EPOS/CHIP & PIN

RACKET SPORTS

SWIM EQUIPMENT

Tretorn
Pressurised • Z Tour
• Championship
• Z Tour Trainer
Pressureless • Plus
• Micro X
• Micro X Trainer
Low • Mini Tennis Red,
Compression Orange & Green

Tel (01189) 770828
info@2ndserve.co.uk

SPORTS BOTTLES

Howard
Plastics
Sports Bottles
Manufacturers

Howard Plastics Ltd
Tewkesbury GL20 8NB
Tel: +44 1684 298206
Fax: +44 1684 850425
email: sales@howardplastics.com
web: www.howardplastics.com

Small quantities of printed bottles now available

TAIL-ENDER

Under the counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing
Can you expect to be taken seriously
as a member of the 21st-century
business community if you haven't got
a mobile phone?
Not according to my 11-year-old
grandson, who communicates with the
world through a shiny silver device the
size of a matchbox apparently welded to
his right ear and who told a friend:
"Grandad is a sad old git - he doesn't even
know how to send a text."
My answer's always been that one of
the luxuries of life is to get away from the
phone, and how can you do that when it's
warbling and vibrating away in your
trouser pocket?
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Peer pressure

Phone theft

But pressure has insidiously mounted. And
after my devoted assistant Norman was
given a mobile phone for his birthday and
started spending his lunchtimes texting his
erstwhile team-mates in the 1956
Accrington Stanley reserves, and the rest
of the afternoon telling me how the phone
had changed his life, I finally succumbed
and bought one.
That was a pretty traumatic
experience, too. All I wanted was a bogstandard phone to let my wife know there
had been an escalator failure at Dollis Hill
and not to put the supper on for another 20
minutes
Instead, I was swept away on an
avalanche of additional radio-air interfaces,
3G networks, video streaming and
multimedia data services, before emerging
shaken and bemused with a phone so
technologically advanced that my grandson
had to show me how to switch it on.
Of course, a mobe only comes into its
own when you're in a panic, and putting
the required amount of urgency into your
life can be a problem, particularly when
you've spent the last two decades trying to
slow down.
On the first day, the best emergency I
could muster was trying to order a lamb
korma, a chicken tikka and a garlic nan
bread from a car three minutes before the
Indian takeaway closed.
But after the first week I was getting
the hang of things and began to admit that
having a mobe was turning out to be far
more fun than I'd expected. Then, after
only eight days, I lost it.

I'd left the car unlocked for five
minutes, with the mobile perched on
the top of the dashboard for all the
world to see, and by the time I got back
it had gone.
Driving home to report the theft,
the full horror of the situation struck.
The thief, the world's communications
systems at his fingertips, would already
be deep in conversation with his cousin
in the Galapagos Islands, followed by
an afternoon spent catching up with
long-forgotten relatives in Australia.
It took an hour to get a human
voice on the mobile phone company
helpline. As automated voices crooned,
"Please be patient for a few more
moments, Alan will be with you very
shortly," I totted up the demon dialler's
likely bill and wondered whether I
should have to sell the shop.
When we finally spoke, 55 minutes
later, Alan was sympathetic but not
hopeful. A connected phone is a
temptation few thieves can resist. Only
that morning he'd had a case of a stolen
mobe in Surbiton being connected to
the New York speaking clock and left
on for a week.
They would calculate my bill in the
next few days. Meanwhile, the phone
would be disconnected and I should
report the theft to the police.

Things moved fast from then on.
Next day a policeman delivered a
bulky folder of victim support
literature and suggested I try to get on
with life and not take the matter
personally. A black-leathered
motorcycle messenger rode 50 miles
through a winter blizzard to deliver my
new phone and wished me all the best.
The mobile phone fraternity had
done me proud - and now I was to
let them down. Next day, while
cleaning rubbish from the car, I
found the original mobe under the
passenger seat.
To my lasting shame, I hid the
thing in a drawer in the shop and
continued using the new one. What
could I have said to Alan and the
policeman and the man who had ridden
through the snow? How could I have
made them understand that sometimes
shame is just too much to share?
Alan rang me back two days later.
"You're in luck," he said. "Your phone
was nicked by some sad character who
obviously had no one to talk to. He
only made a couple of calls and one of
those was to an Indian takeaway."
It was a relief not to have to sell
the shop. But I would like to have told
Alan that it is possible to have a full
and happy life without spending all
your time on the phone.
si

“All I wanted was a bog-standard phone to let
my wife know there had been an escalator
failure at Dollis Hill”
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POOL TABLE
British Handmade
POOL TABLES | SNOOKER TABLES | DINER/GAMES TABLES
This excellent new full sized pool table has been developed by Michandra, to conform
to both high quality perdformance and robust use, at very attractive prices.
For further information contact us on 01706 877877 or visit our website www.michandra.co.uk
Michandra are part of the J&J Ormerod PLC Group and have been manufacturing
hand built snooker and pool tables in the North of England for the last 26 years.

